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Open Up to 
Exploration…
“In my experience, each adventure, every exploration starts when you take that first step 

outside your comfort zone and there’s a little tingling feeling that goes with that.   

I suspect that everyone gets excitement from that step. 

I have found that in the great mountains, the big oceans in the world and in the polar 

regions in particular, the things you learn from adventures are all the more poignant – 

and strong. I suspect that everyone has a sense of that need – and that was the spark 

that we saw that led us to start Aurora Expeditions.

We want to travel with like-minded people. Open up to exploration in your own way 

with us.”

— Greg Mortimer OAM  
Our Founder
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Our Story
For over 32 years we have been taking adventurous travellers to Antarctica, the Arctic and beyond.

Responsible travel is at the heart of our ethos. We have more than 32 years of pioneering discovery and adventure on small-ship 

expeditions with like-minded people, changing the way people see the world.

Founded by legendary mountaineer Greg Mortimer and his wife Margaret, we first started taking small groups of friends and 

keen travellers to Antarctica in 1992. Aboard small, ice-strengthened vessels, they took groups of intrepid explorers to places 

that few, if any, had been before, pioneering a long list of ‘firsts’ along the way.

In 1994 we were the first company to introduce camping and kayaking into our Antarctic itineraries, 2001 brought an 

expedition created to retrace the legendary Sir Ernest Shackleton’s footsteps and in late 2019 we launched the Greg Mortimer, 

the world’s first passenger ship to feature the revolutionary Ulstein X-BOW® for smoother sailing and fuel efficiency. In 2021, we 

became a Climate Neutral business.

We have always been about relationships, and we have an informal and experiential approach to expedition travel. Joining 

our family means forming lifelong relationships with us and your fellow expeditioners. We have the ultimate itineraries, small 

groups, exceptional Expedition Teams and travel to make a positive difference.

This is why we give back to destinations we visit through our participative Citizen Science Programs, our Women in 

Conservation Program and we look after the environment by carbon offsetting our expeditions. And when you disembark, we 

want you to be richer in your knowledge and understanding of our planet than you were when you stepped aboard.

We are purpose-driven and we’re honoured to receive awards from travel communities that recognise the difference we can 

make.

And now that we have two new small-expedition ships, Greg Mortimer and Sylvia Earle, our spirit of adventure and discovery 

remains as strong as ever, as we continue to keep exploring the most perspective-altering destinations on our planet.

If you’re ready for your own adventure, join us for a life-changing experience and travel that has a positive impact. 

32 Years of  Experience
1991

Aurora Expeditions is established by Greg and Margaret Mortimer and is one of the 

first operators to become a member of the International Association of Antarctica Tour 

Operators (IAATO)

1992 First Antarctic expedition

1994 First to introduce ice camping and kayaking on the Antarctic Peninsula

1995 First commercial climbers expedition to the Antarctic Peninsula

1997 First Arctic expedition

1998 First diving trip to the Antarctic Peninsula

1998 First Australian expedition

2001 First passenger expedition to retrace Shackleton’s footsteps

2003
One of the first operators to join the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators 

(AECO)

2005 First British Isles expedition

2012 Introduces trips with flights to Antarctica

2016 Introduces polar snorkelling in the Arctic

2019
Introduces the first passenger vessel to feature the  

Ulstein X-BOW®

2021 AE Expeditions becomes a certified 100% Climate Neutral company

2022 Launch of our new ship, the Sylvia Earle

Sea ice in Antarctic Sound, Antarctica © R I’Anson
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"Wow, wow, wow! This is a first-rate run operation and one of the most immersive, spectacular adventures I’ve ever had 

in my years of world travels. You’ll have two expeditions per day and each one will provide new experiences. The Sylvia 

Earle is beautiful and staffed by a professional crew (about 1:1) and the daily expeditions are expertly and safely run. 

Can’t say enough about Aurora."

—  G Oja, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

"Went on this expedition to Antarctica, South Georgia and the Falkland Islands with high hopes and expectations. 

These were exceeded in every way. The landscape, of course, is extraordinary but the Aurora Expedition Team made 

our experience even more so. We left the ship for landings, Zodiac trips and snorkelling trips at least twice a day and 

had fascinating lectures and presentations on the wildlife, the geology, the history and even the constitution. There 

were Citizen Science projects to become involved in and the enthusiasm for what we were doing infused everything. 

The Sylvia Earle is a remarkable ship too, in the hands of the Bridge Team it was comfortable in every sea condition and 

able to get into extraordinary places. It was the trip of a lifetime."

— J Walker, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

"This was a truly memorable experience. The Sylvia Earle is a beautiful ship and every aspect of the onboard experience 

was first class. From the time we boarded by zodiac to our disembarkation in Ushuaia the staff and crew could not 

have made us feel more welcome. The trips in the Zodiacs and the landing experiences were also wonderful. We would 

recommend this to anyone considering an Antarctica experience." 

— D Miller, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

"Fantastic Antarctic adventure aboard the Sylvia Earle. She's a great ship and we found everything about our 

experience to be first rate. Loved the crew, the ship facilities, the food and the activities. So highly recommended."

— S Digel, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

Unforgettable Memories
“I have told people that the overwhelming feeling while in the Antarctic was that it was MORE … more majestic, more 

pristine, more beautiful, more fragile, more everything. I would absolutely recommend your company to anyone else 

considering a polar expedition.  The entire trip was so much more than I could have imagined.”

— S Grieve, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

“I’ll be recommending Aurora Expeditions to anyone thinking of booking a similar trip. Far exceeded all of my 

expectations. We saw way more of Antarctica than I had expected, and the variety of locations kept things interesting 

throughout. What an incredible team you’ve put together!  Everyone on the ship knew our names within about two 

days – that made us feel like we were special.”

— C Kintner, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

“The whole experience was truly magical. I cannot imagine a better Antarctic tour operator. From booking to 

embarkation to some tough weather everything was handled so well … we always got outings and the Expedition 

Team was so good at finding us cool spots to go to. I cannot recommend y’all enough, the trip was pure magic. 

SNORKELLING WAS SO FUN!!!!”

— M Matthews, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

“Antarctica is by far the premier wilderness destination on this planet. We absolutely loved everywhere we went …  

A superlative experience. We are very widely travelled over many years but this was our best trip ever!”

— R Hughes, Antarctica 2022–2023 season

Gentoo Penguin, Antarctica © L Bath

Awards

Greg Mortimer
Best New Cruise Ship

2 0 2 0

World's Leading Polar
Expedition Operator

Aurora Expeditions
Silver-i Footprint Award

Aurora Expeditions
Overall-Eco-Friendly  

Sustainable Cruise Ship

part of Aurora Expeditions
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Latin AmericaLatin America
Pages 74–79

Explore some of earth’s most 

biodiverse marine ecosystems 

up close and personal 

with our snorkelling, scuba 

diving, kayaking or stand-up 

paddleboarding activities.

Explore Our  
Extraordinary 
Destinations
Travel to remote coastlines where few others venture, and forge 

connections with the natural world on your voyage. With  

AE Expeditions (part of Aurora Expeditions) you can choose from 

a range of destinations that span the globe, each selected for its 

natural beauty, remarkable biodiversity, geological wonders or 

fascinating archaeological sites.

*This map is for illustrative purposes only and not to scale. Destinations may vary.

ArcticArctic
View our website for itineraries and dates

Our purpose-built expedition ships take you into 

the heart of the Arctic, watching for inquisitive seals, 

breaching whales and the elusive polar bear.

AntarcticaAntarctica
Pages 42-73

Experience Antarctica through some 

once-in-a-lifetime adventure activities 

– from camping on the ice to kayaking, 

polar plunge and alpine trekking.

British IslesBritish Isles
View our website itineraries  

and dates

With our expert guides and 

Expedition Specialists on hand, you 

can explore the unique landscapes, 

archaeological ruins and ancient 

cultures of this remote and wild part 

of the world.

 Weddell Sea

 South Georgia

 Falklands~Malvinas

 Patagonia

 Antarctic Peninsula

 Costa Rica
 & Panama

 Scotland

 Orkney Islands

 Iceland

 Jan Mayen

 Norway

 Svalbard 

 Greenland

 Northwest Passage

 Ireland

76

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/
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Our Ships
Designed for Discovery
Our two expedition ships are both new to the fleet and are designed for discovery. 

These ultra-modern, purpose-built ships use the latest advances in design and 

technology, truly revolutionising the small-ship experience.

Our ships, the Greg Mortimer and the Sylvia Earle, are a base camp for adventure and 

are capable of exploring the farthest reaches of the planet. The Ulstein X-BOW® makes 

sailing smoother and faster, is designed to leave the marine environment undisturbed 

and allows for incomparable up-close encounters with nature.

The Greg Mortimer honours our founder, explorer, mountaineer and all-round dynamo, 

Greg Mortimer OAM.  The Sylvia Earle is named after leading conservationist, marine 

biologist, oceanographer and explorer, Dr Sylvia Earle. In 1998, Sylvia Earle was the 

first person selected as ‘Hero for the Planet’ by Time magazine and she is dedicated to 

protecting the world’s oceans.

Every stateroom features an ocean view and nearly all include balconies. Our 

staterooms and suites range in size and spaciousness to suit a variety of priorities. 

And while you are making enriching discoveries and new friends, your ship has 

everything you need to maximise relaxation and comfort (including heated floors in 

the bathrooms on polar voyages).

The gym, wellness centre, sauna, cosy library, restaurants, bar and presentation theatre 

all feature floor-to-ceiling windows. There are outside decks, and also observation 

wings that extend outwards either side of the ship when something exciting is 

happening.

Kayakers at the back of the Greg Mortimer © S Portelli
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We go over the horizon. The team gives the gift of 
nature to people and also gives the gift of sustainability 
as well.”

— Greg Mortimer OAM  
Our Founder

Greg Mortimer
Explorer Greg Mortimer is a veteran of almost three decades of 

Antarctic research, mountaineering and polar travel – a true icon 

in the field of adventure.

We are privileged to be able to pay tribute to his extraordinary 

achievements and have named our new, custom-built expedition 

ship the Greg Mortimer to honour his legacy – embodying his 

incredible spirit of adventure and exploration.

On 3 October 1984, Greg and his expedition partner Tim 

Macartney-Snape became the first two Australians to reach  

the summit of Mount Everest, and even more impressively –  

they did so without the aid of supplementary oxygen. From 

there, Greg went on to climb K2 and Chongtar – again, without 

supplementary oxygen.

Since scaling some of the world’s highest mountains, Greg has 

been awarded an Order of Australia (OAM) for his services to 

mountaineering and has received three Australian Geographic 

Society Medals.

After working together on the Australian Bicentennial Antarctic 

Expedition in 1988, Greg Mortimer co-founded this company 

with his wife, Margaret, with the aim of sharing their incredible 

experiences with like-minded wanderers of the world.

Greg and Margaret’s aim was simple – to take small groups of 

travellers on voyages of discovery to regions that inspired them, 

thereby creating lifelong ambassadors for the preservation and 

protection of these sacred places.

In 1992, Greg and his team embarked on their first voyage to 

Antarctica. Now, 32 years on, the company still leads smaller 

groups to remote and breathtaking destinations all over the 

world, and has grown to offer passengers a wide range of action-

packed activities such as polar snorkelling, sea kayaking and 

alpine crossing, all inspired by Greg Mortimer’s great sense of 

adventure.

We invite you to embrace this spirit of unbridled exploration and 

join us on a voyage to some of the planet’s most extraordinary, 

wild and rugged landscapes.

Cold landscape, Paradise Harbour, Antarctica © M Horspool

“Immerse yourself in the ocean and be connected to 
the places that you go,’ says Dr Earle. ‘Don’t go just to 
absorb, go to give back and share what you’ve learned 
elsewhere, connect with the locals, open people’s minds. 
It’s a wonderful opportunity to embrace the world and 
see it with new eyes.”

— Dr Sylvia Earle 

Dr Sylvia Earle
Once in a blue moon, not to mention a deep blue ocean, we are 

blessed with a partnership that fills us with an extraordinary sense 

of excitement, anticipation and hope for the future of the planet. 

That time is now.

We are honoured, humbled and delighted to welcome and 

introduce the incomparable Dr Sylvia Earle as the newest 

member of the our family. Launched in 2022, our brand new, 

purpose-built expedition ship Sylvia Earle is named in her 

honour and pays tribute to her lifelong contributions to ocean 

conservation. We will be unveiling other exciting conservation 

and environmental programs in partnership with Dr Earle in the 

future.

Renowned oceanographer, marine biologist and explorer,  

Dr Earle was the first female Chief Scientist of the US National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. A National Geographic 

Society Explorer-in-Residence since 1998, she was named by Time 

magazine as its first ‘Hero for the Planet’ that same year.

Her key conservation initiative Mission Blue is creating a global 

network of marine protected areas, known as ‘Hope Spots’. These 

richly biodiverse marine environments – which our ships will 

visit on various voyages – are critical to the health of our oceans, 

which in turn helps to safeguard the future wellbeing of the 

planet.

Now a valued partner of AE Expeditions (part of Aurora 

Expeditions), Dr Earle aims to educate and inspire people to 

become ambassadors for the vast but vulnerable marine world. 

‘Our goal is literally to inspire a network of hope – one place, 

one community, one vision at a time – but together around the 

world,’ she says.

We invite you to join us, Dr Earle, our Expedition Team and 

entire crew, in perspective-altering voyages to some of the most 

remote, unique and spectacular places on the planet – from the 

Arctic to Antarctica and an array of fascinating destinations in 

between.

Sylvia Earle diving © M AW
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We invite you to embrace this spirit of unbridled exploration and 

join us on a voyage to some of the planet’s most extraordinary, 

wild and rugged landscapes.

Cold landscape, Paradise Harbour, Antarctica © M Horspool

“Immerse yourself in the ocean and be connected to 
the places that you go,’ says Dr Earle. ‘Don’t go just to 
absorb, go to give back and share what you’ve learned 
elsewhere, connect with the locals, open people’s minds. 
It’s a wonderful opportunity to embrace the world and 
see it with new eyes.”

— Dr Sylvia Earle 

Dr Sylvia Earle
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entire crew, in perspective-altering voyages to some of the most 

remote, unique and spectacular places on the planet – from the 

Arctic to Antarctica and an array of fascinating destinations in 

between.

Sylvia Earle diving © M AW
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Our Ship,  
The Greg Mortimer

Ulstein X-BOW®
Experience the effect of cruising with this unique 

design that splits wave energy. The result? Faster, 

more comfortable travel, lower fuel consumption 

and reduced emissions.

Hydraulic Viewing Platforms
Custom-built for AE Expeditions, these dedicated 

observation areas extend from both sides of the ship 

to offer unobstructed views of nursing whales, nesting 

seabirds or the bow pushing through pack ice.

Panoramic Observation  
Areas & Lounge
Extra-large windows in our observation 

lounge mean that you will not miss out on 

the wildlife and wilderness passing by. You 

can also enjoy panoramic views from our 

outdoor observation areas on Decks 7 and 8.

Lecture Theatre & Lounge
Enjoy fascinating, informative talks 

and briefings, or relax while watching 

documentaries or presentations in our 

comfortable theatre.

Wellness Centre & Jacuzzis 
Watch the world go by as you work out in  

the gym, unwind in the sauna or soothe  

your body at the end of a day of adventuring,  

with massages and treatments at our 

wellness centre.

Activity Preparation Area
Whether you are kayaking, diving or 

snorkelling, our activity prep area and sea 

kayak launch platform makes adventuring 

even easier. Designed with input from our 

awesome Expedition Team.

Changing Room/Mudroom
Store your outdoor clothing and lifejacket/

personal flotation device (PFD) in your 

personal locker. The mudroom gives you 

easy access to cleaning stations and Zodiac-

boarding docks.

Zodiac Docks
Four sea-level platforms make loading 

and unloading our fleet of Zodiacs a 

breeze and are easily accessed from the 

mudroom and activity preparation areas 

on Deck 3.

Relaxed Staterooms  
& Suites
Relax between adventures in one of our 

comfortable staterooms or suites. Ranging 

from porthole to balcony categories, all  

have bathrooms and plenty of storage space.

Library
Take advantage of our well-stocked onboard 

library. You will find an array of books 

covering everything from pioneering 

explorers to remote destinations and the 

wildlife you may encounter on your voyage.

Restaurant & Bar
Make new friends in our informal 

restaurant, or have a pre-dinner drink in 

our fully stocked bar.

*Pointers are for illustrative purposes only.
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Relaxed Staterooms & Suites
Relax between adventures in one of our 

comfortable staterooms or suites. Ranging 

from porthole to balcony categories, all have 

bathrooms and plenty of storage space.

Ulstein X-BOW®
Experience the effect of cruising 

with this unique design that 

splits wave energy. The result? 

Faster, more comfortable travel, 

lower fuel consumption and 

reduced emissions.

Science Centre & Lounge
Learn about the world we explore with our 

onboard naturalists and Expedition Team 

in our science centre, or enjoy superb 

views to the front of the ship.

Library & Lounge
Look out for wildlife and wilderness through the 

extra-large windows of our X-BOW®. This peaceful 

sanctuary is where you can rest and read up on 

a range of informative non-fiction titles, wildlife 

guidebooks, travel journals, sustainability guides, 

novels and more.

Our Newest Ship,  
The Sylvia Earle

Swimming Pool, Jacuzzis, 
Gym & Wellness Centre
Enjoy our heated open-air swimming pool and 

watch the world go by, or soothe your body at 

the end of a day of adventuring, with massages 

and treatments at our wellness centre.

Restaurant & Bar
Make new friends in our dining 

areas, featuring open seating, or 

have a pre-dinner drink in our fully 

stocked bar.

Activity Preparation Area
Whether you are diving, climbing, 

snowshoeing or paddling, our Deck 3, 

Expedition Team-designed prep area 

and sea kayak launch platform makes 

adventure activities even easier.

Lecture Theatre & Lounge
Enjoy fascinating, informative talks 

and briefings or relax while watching 

documentaries or slideshows in our 

comfortable theatre.

Zodiac Docks
Four sea-level platforms make loading and 

unloading our fleet of Zodiacs a breeze and 

are easily accessed from the mudroom and 

activity preparation areas on Deck 3.

*Pointers are for illustrative purposes only.
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Changing Room/
Mudroom
Store your outdoor clothing and 

rain boots in your personal locker. 

Prepare for each landing with easy 

access to cleaning stations and 

Zodiac-boarding platforms.
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Smaller Groups 
At AE Expeditions, we believe small groups make a big 

difference. We take an average of 132 expeditioners per voyage. 

This leads to smoother transitions, longer and more relaxed 

landings and a more intimate experience.

Expert Guides 
Our highly acclaimed Expedition Team members are, quite 

simply, the best in the business. Once you step on board, our 

Expedition Specialists will welcome you to a close-knit team 

and inspire you to see our planet’s wild places differently.  Our 

team members have always been about sharing their passion, 

knowledge and understanding of some of the most remote 

and unspoiled destinations. 

New Purpose-Built Small Ships 
Our two purpose-built small-expedition ships are both 

brand new and are designed to respond rapidly to any 

weather condition in the wild and remote places we visit. The 

environment is our priority. To ensure non-intrusive and low 

impact voyages, the Greg Mortimer was the first ever passenger 

ship to feature the revolutionary Ulstein X-BOW®, which crosses 

oceans more comfortably and efficiently. Our expansive 

observation decks and hydraulic viewing platforms bring you 

even closer to the natural environment. Our ships serve as  

spacious and comfortable base camps for adventures. Plus, our 

small, ice-strengthened ships allow us to land in more locations 

than larger vessels can.

 King penguins at South Georgia © T Mayr
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What Makes AE Expeditions Different? 
Spirit of Adventure

We explore differently. We have always encouraged our 

expeditioners to experience the wild places in a range of 

different ways. We remain true to our ethos and our focus is 

on getting our expeditioners off-ship as much as possible with 

multiple landings every day. Our purpose-built ships enable 

us to deliver a world-leading activities and shore excursion 

program. Whether you plan to kayak, hike, climb, ski, snorkel or 

dive, our expert guides have the expertise and knowledge to 

help you safely push the boundaries of your experience, while 

sharing their love of adventure with you.

Relaxed Onboard Atmosphere
We hope you will enjoy our warm, informal and relaxed style on 

board. We have always been about relationships, and we hope 

that after an expedition with us, you will have a relationship 

with AE Expeditions and some of your fellow expeditioners that 

will last a lifetime.

Education and Enrichment
With education and enrichment at the heart of the way we 

explore, we have programs that feature experts and special 

guests in the fields of exploration, conservation, science, 

photography, art, culture and more, to enrich your expedition 

with their unique perspectives, insights and experiences, as well 

as the opportunity for all expeditioners to participate in Citizen 

Science Programs.

We want you to be inspired and connect more deeply to the 

places, wildlife and people on your expedition, because when 

you disembark, we want you to be richer in your knowledge 

and understanding of our planet than when you stepped on 

board.

Included Extras
Whether it is an expedition jacket to keep, charter flights or 

pre-/post-voyage accommodation and gratuities, our inclusions 

are what most others would consider extras. For a full list of 

inclusions for each voyage, please view the itinerary page on 

our website.

The AE Expeditions Difference
You might have noticed that we do not call it a cruise, but experiential travel. For over 32 years, we have pioneered travel that inspires hearts and 

minds and makes dreams come true.

part of Aurora Expeditions
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Great for Groups
Expeditions make great adventures for groups. Our ships play host to many groups of varying sizes and include 

photographers, birders and wildlife enthusiasts. 

Our unique style of expeditions and our highly experienced onboard teams make for great group adventures. 

Whether you are a travel agent seeking to take a group directly, or a professional photographer or special interest expert 

promoting a group to your own network of contacts, we have the itineraries and activities to suit.

Special Guests
Our regular Special Guest Program matches inspiring and educational guests from around the world with selected 

voyages, where they can share their expertise and personal insights into the incredible and remote destinations that AE 

Expeditions travels to.

You can find details of the program on our website.

Solo Travellers
Expedition cruising is such a fantastic choice for solo travellers, giving them the chance to experience the world’s most 

remote and incredible destinations with like-minded travellers and our expert guides, while on board our small, social 

and welcoming ships.

Our landings and activities are all conducted in small groups. You will be able to explore at your own pace, pushing your 

limits of adventure. You will be surrounded by fellow expeditioners with a shared spirit of adventure, having an amazing 

experience, making new friends – and the memories are yours to keep.

AE Expeditions has some great options for solo travellers. If you would like to share accommodation with another 

expeditioner of the same gender, we will be happy to try to make it happen for you. 

Solo traveller watching the icy waters © T Mayr
Passenger group in Antarctica © T Mayr
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We Care.
A sustainable future has never been more 

important. We see expedition travel as a force 

for good. We are accelerating meaningful 

changes in our ongoing care for the planet 

programs and are active in doing more to help 

make a positive impact on the planet.

We have an ongoing commitment to 

responsible, respectful travel. As one of the 

first operators to become a member of IAATO 

and AECO, we take our responsibility seriously. 

We are curious; we are passionate. For us it is 

about good decisions, and inspiring action 

through our focus areas.

We are about supporting and empowering 

people, communities, the places we visit, the 

extraordinary wildlife we encounter and the 

nature we connect with.

Icebergs, Greenland © T Mayr

Our Planet: Minimal Footprint

We are 100%  

Climate Neutral. Our 

ships use the innovative 

X-BOW® design, 

which reduces fuel 

consumption

We are committed to 

eliminating unnecessary 

emissions and reducing 

our footprint

We are investing in two 

partnerships with South 

Pole world leaders, 

specialising in emission-

reduction projects and 

strategies

 

We calculate our emissions and offset annually.

 

 
We Are Creating a Sustainable Food Program
We are setting up and improving regional supply chains. We are working closely with 

suppliers that encourage regenerative farming and nature-based farming principles. 

We engage with suppliers in Europe, Chile, Argentina and the US to deliver regionally 

inspired farm-to-table experiences on board.  

Project 1: Biodiversity in South Australia
We invest in a biodiversity conservation project in Australia. Mount Sandy 

Conservation on South Australia’s Limestone Coast promotes conservation 

partnerships between the traditional Ngarrindjeri landowners and non-

Indigenous Australians through vital conservation work. The program ensures 

permanent protection of a regionally and culturally important pocket of 

biodiverse-rich land.

Project 2: Wind Renewables in Taiwan
We invest in InfraVest Tongyuan Windfarm, a renewable energy project in 

northwest Taiwan harnessing wind power for a sustainable and secure energy 

future.
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Education and Enrichment

Creation of a platform for 

exploration, discovery 

and knowledge

Enhanced participative 

Citizen Science Program 

– 7 projects on board

Expeditioners are given 

a firsthand opportunity 

to contribute to data and 

science

Ultimately, the aim is to 

create ambassadors for 

the planet

Women in Conservation 

Program and opportunities 

to give back

Unmatched knowledge 

from our Expedition 

Team and special guests

Education and 

enrichment through 

lectures and briefings on 

board and ashore

Extensive resources in our 

onboard libraries

Dedicated Citizen Science 

Centre on board the 

Sylvia Earle

A team of diverse, motivated 

people

We form meaningful partnerships

People and Community

Expedition Team member giving an engaging lecture, South Georgia © M Baynes
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We are always seeking ways to innovate, educate and make a positive impact.

Some of our future projects and goals are:

• Improving supply chains

• Working towards B-Corp Certification

Efficient energy, water and waste 

management on vessels

Reduced single plastics on board via 

CMI-L’s Green Program

Reusable water bottle for all 

passengers, and refill stations on board

Eco-friendly products and cleaning on 

board and in the office

Environmental Management 
Systems 

For us, it is about help and hope

Help make a positive 

impact

Build our legacy with the 

planet

And hope for a brighter 

future

Travel for good. 

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/why-travel-with-us/sustainability-in-action/
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The jacuzzi on the Greg Mortimer © T Mayr

The library on the Greg Mortimer © T Mayr The gym on the Greg Mortimer © T Mayr

A stateroom on the Greg Mortimer © T Mayr

Life on Board
The spirit of AE Expeditions (part of Aurora Expeditions) is about shared experiences 

and making new friends. We have an intimate and relaxed atmosphere on board. 

After making enriching discoveries off-ship, return to relax or explore and learn more 

on board.

VIEW the incredible landscapes and wildlife through floor-to-ceiling windows 

that face every direction. Find a spot on the vast outside decks, or the dedicated 

observation areas, which include our unique viewing platforms that extend out either 

side of the ship, so you can get close to the real show outside.

FEEL AT HOME in the comfort of your spacious and well-appointed stateroom or 

suite. Most include balconies and all include private bathrooms with heated floors, 

which are a standout for travel in the polar regions.

JOIN the early risers for pastries, coffee and tea in the lecture theatre.

DINE and swap stories with new friends in our informal restaurant, or have a coffee or 

drink at the bar.

ENJOY welcome drinks with the captain and Expedition Team. 

TRY our gym, sauna, jacuzzi, or soothe the body with a massage in our  

wellness centre.

STAY HYDRATED sustainably with our complimentary reusable water bottles and 

water refilling stations throughout the ship.

ATTEND an enriching presentation, lecture or talk by our experienced Expedition 

Team or special guests on a variety of topics.

RELAX and unwind in the comfort of our well-stocked library.

GET READY for adventure in our mudroom and activity prep area, with individual 

lockers for all your complimentary expedition gear and equipment.
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The Most 
Comprehensive 
Activity Program

Kayaking through icy waters in Antarctica © C B Allen

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Birdwatching

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Scuba Diving

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Ski & Snowboard 
Touring

Paddling

Alpine Trekking

Shackleton's 
Crossing

2928
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Activities to Put You in 
the Action
The real adventure happens off-ship. Our expeditions are all about more opportunities for you to 

get off-ship to explore and connect with the remarkable destinations we go to.

We have the most comprehensive activity program, supported by the most experienced 

Expedition Team on hand, dedicated to making each experience action-packed and immersive in 

the natural environment. 

Some activities are included in your expedition, while others are optional and cost extra. Some 

activities need to be booked in advance.

There are activity options for everyone, regardless of experience or skill level. And there is always 

the opportunity to try something new. How you experience the destination is entirely up to you.

*All our landings, adventures and activities are subject to weather conditions, and activity options do vary by itinerary.

Included Activities
Our expeditions are designed to put you in the action as much as possible. To maximise your time in the incredible destinations we visit, we 

offer a range of included activities as part of your voyage.

Polar Plunge   
A time-honoured tradition, the polar plunge is a 

celebrated optional rite of passage for polar travellers. 

Take the plunge to cheers of encouragement from 

all on board! NB: This activity is available on selected 

expeditions only, weather permitting.

Photography 
Our photography guides offer onboard lectures that 

are filled with handy hints to improve your camera and 

photography skills, and will help you capture those 

memorable moments in the field during excursions.

Guided Hikes  — 
Adventurous hikes for all abilities are offered on our 

expeditions, guided by our expert Expedition Teams. 

Explore historical ruins, stroll rocky shores, admire local 

flora and fauna, or scale heights to delight in spectacular 

vistas.

  Zodiac Cruises 
Explore rocky coves, marvel at spectacular glaciers and 

icebergs, discover secluded bays and search for wildlife in 

hard-to-reach places in our fleet of trusty Zodiacs – sturdy 

and heavy-duty inflatable rubber speedboats.

Passengers snowshoeing in Antarctica © M Seigal
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Optional Activities
Your expedition can be as active as you want. We have the most comprehensive activity program and offer an unrivalled array of activities 

so you can reach new limits and live out your wildest dreams.

Choose from a large selection of optional activities led by our professional and passionate Expedition Team.

Sea Kayaking  — 
Silent and sleek, sea kayaks are perfect for exploring wild 

coastlines, allowing you to get up close with the amazing 

wildlife. 

Snorkelling  — 
Witness wildlife in action and marvel at the fascinating 

display of life under the water as you snorkel and drift 

along at a leisurely pace.

Scuba Diving  — 
Get under the surface of the sea and discover the hidden 

wonders of the underwater world with some of the 

world’s best dive masters.

Ski & Snowboard Touring 
Take on some of the world’s most incredible slopes on 

the only truly white continent on earth – Antarctica.

Shackleton’s Crossing  
Follow in the footsteps of Sir Ernest Shackleton and trek 

for up to three days across South Georgia, from King 

Haakon Bay to Stromness, either on foot or on skis.

Snowshoeing 
Get a glimpse of how intrepid explorers would have 

traversed Antarctica in the past, by participating in our 

snowshoeing activity.

Alpine Trekking & Climbing 
Led by experienced guides, you will come face to face 

with Antarctica’s mighty mountain peaks, trek over 

technical alpine passes and go ice climbing on the 

continent known for its frozen splendour.

Zodiac-cruising in Antarctica © M Horspool

Paddling 
Enjoy an unforgettable experience on the water with 

coastal paddling in inflatable kayaks. This is ideal for those 

with no experience who are seeking a ‘lite’ kayaking 

experience.

*Subject to appropriate weather and sea conditions.

Camping 
Spend an unforgettable night on the white continent – 

hear the sounds of ice cracking in the distance and wildlife 

carrying out their busy schedule around you.

Key:
Easy to moderate activity, some 

experience is beneficial

Moderate activity, some  

experience is required

Challenging activity, extensive 

experience is necessary

*Please note: landscape features in photo may appear closer or larger than they actually 
are due to the use of telephoto and zoom lenses.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/scuba-diving/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/snorkelling/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/sea-kayaking/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/skiing-in-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/shackleton-crossing/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/snowshoeing/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/alpine-trekking-climbing/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/paddling/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/activities/camping/
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Take Your Best Shot
Bring your expedition stories to life with the best photos you will ever take. 

We have award-winning professional photographers on board every voyage to 

inspire, guide and assist you. Every passenger, from smartphone user to semi-

professional shooter, can benefit from our experts’ deep professional knowledge – 

picking up tips, learning new skills and taking some awe-inspiring photos.   

Every minute of every destination we explore provides extraordinary photo 

opportunities, so there will be so many incredible moments to capture and so much 

you will want to shoot!  

As our photographers love to share their skills with photo enthusiasts of all levels and 

also offer informative onboard presentations and supportive tips, you will be taking 

snaps of extraordinary moments in no time.

Happy shooting! 

“The sense of adventure and exploration inspires me to capture the essence of 

some of the most amazing places on the planet. Every day is a new experience, a 

visual feast for all the senses. It allows me to explore my creativity and passion  

for photography and interpret the world in completely different ways.”

— Scott Portelli, Australian multi-award-winning wildlife photographer 

and member of the Australian Institute of Professional Photography (AIPP) 

“What I love about expedition photography is that it allows me to combine my 

pursuit of images with a fantastic travel experience to many of the most remote, 

beautiful and challenging environments on the planet. The continually changing 

land, sky and seascapes seen from the ship, and the close-up encounters with 

icebergs and wildlife afforded by Zodiac cruises and beach landings, present 

endless opportunities for capturing a diverse range of great images.

I also love that I don’t have to pack my bags to move on to the next destination; 

the ship takes care of that.”

— Richard I’Anson, award-winning Canon Master, World Nomads Mentor, 

and Australian Himalayan Foundation Ambassador

“What I love most about travelling with AE Expeditions is that the group isn’t too 

big and you get to meet everyone – it’s like a big family and everyone is buzzing 

because of where they are. For a photographer, a ship is the best shooting 

platform ever. You go to sleep and wake up in a new location, and you can 

shoot from the ship, from a Zodiac or from shore. There’s so much variety and it’s 

always changing.”

— Peter Eastway, editor of Better Photography for over 40 years and two 

time winner of the Australian Professional Photographer of the Year

part of Aurora Expeditions

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/improve-your-photography-with-worlds-best/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/improve-your-photography-with-worlds-best/
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Give Back and Get Involved 
in Citizen Science
“Our goal is literally to inspire a network of hope – one place, one community,  

one vision at a time – but together around the world.” 

— Dr Sylvia Earle, oceanographer, marine biologist and explorer.

Travel is always the best educator and we offer the chance 

to enrich your curiosity and expand your knowledge and 

understanding of the places we travel to.  There is no 

better learning opportunity than being in the field with 

subject-matter experts.

Our Citizen Science Program is designed to be an 

interactive forum for like-minded travellers to share new 

discoveries and deepen their connection to the natural 

world in a relaxed, informal and fun environment – on 

board our ships, on our fascinating shore expeditions and 

in our Zodiacs.

You can make a difference because your participation 

enables us to provide invaluable data to the scientific 

community. You too can become an ambassador for 

the protection of our majestic but fragile blue planet, by 

sharing what you have learned when you return home.

How Does it Work?
Members of our passionate Expedition Team, together 

with a Citizen Science Coordinator, will be on hand 

to introduce and assist you with the projects being 

conducted on your voyage.

Expert guidance on the collection, storage and sharing 

of new scientific data will not only greatly enhance 

your voyage experience, but also help you gain more 

knowledge of our ever-changing natural environment.

From the biggest mammals to the smallest marine 

creatures, the important part you play in our Citizen 

Science projects will help protect and preserve the planet 

for generations to come.

Our Projects
Our seven dynamic and diverse Citizen Science projects 

– focusing on whales, seabirds, microplastics, weather 

patterns, phytoplankton, polar fjordlands and marine 

biodiversity – have been hand-picked for their ground-

breaking work and global achievements:

• Happywhale

• Seabird surveys

• Microplastic survey

• NASA Globe – Cloud Observations

• Secchi disc

• Fjord Phyto

• iNaturalist

*Citizen Science projects are location and weather dependent 

and not all projects are able to be operated on every voyage.

© J Lafferty

© M Bassano © T Mayr

© J Lafferty

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/aurora-expedition-citizen-science-program/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/aurora-expedition-citizen-science-program/
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Your Expedition Team
Out here, experience matters. 
Embark on the adventure of a lifetime with AE Expeditions (part of Aurora Expeditions), where you'll travel alongside the most dedicated, 

experienced, passionate, and skilled Expedition Team in the industry. 

Our team's knowledge of the destinations we visit is unparalleled, as they encourage you to push your boundaries and explore some of the 

most breathtaking locations on the planet. 

With our small group approach to big adventures, we offer a high ratio of Expedition Team to passengers, and safety is always our top 

priority. Let us help you make unforgettable memories and get the most out of your expedition with us. 

Howard Whelan  
Home: Australia 

Background: Howard joined Greg 

Mortimer on the first Australian ascent 

of Mount Everest as cameraman before 

going on to become the founding editor 

of Australian Geographic.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: It is a tie – the Ross 

Sea and Antarctica. 

Advice: Put your camera down and take in 

the sounds, smells and beauty.

Elena Wimberger 
Home: North America 

Background: Elena is a certified polar 

guide and has backpacked 4,000 

kilometres (2,485 miles) across the US, from 

the Mexican border to Canada, as well as 

through Patagonia and New Zealand.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Shackleton’s 

Crossing.

Advice: Get involved with as many 

activities and educational lectures as you 

can – there is so much to absorb! 

Ashley Perrin 
Home: North America 

Background: With over 209,215 kilometres 

(130,000 miles) under her belt as a skipper 

offshore and a dual major with honours 

in geography and oceanography, Ashley 

became the first female boating officer in 

Antarctica with the British Antarctic Survey.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica. 

Advice: Get involved with a Citizen Science 

Program and contribute to the world.

The Expedition Team © A Wlodarczyk

Tarn Pilkington
Home: New Zealand 

Background: Tarn started skiing when 

he was four and has been on the slopes 

ever since. He is a year-round International 

Federation of Mountain Guide Association 

(IFMGA) ski guide, Air Ambulance Service 

crew member and Alpine Cliff Rescue 

team member.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: South Georgia

Advice: There is a great saying we share 

on board: ‘There is plenty of time to sleep 

when you get home.’

Nina Gallo
Home: Australia

Background: Nina has spent many years 

adventuring in the wilderness, rock climbing, 

hiking and exploring. She loves the moment 

when something amazing and unexpected 

happens and the day’s plans go out the 

window.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica. I love the 

extremes.

Advice: I encourage all guests to seek out a 

moment of silence, stillness and solitude.

Dr John Kirkwood
Home: Australia

Background: A deep love of travel, the 

natural world and exploration has kept 

John involved with polar and marine 

research for more than 30 years.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: South Georgia: one 

of the great wildlife experiences on the 

planet. 

Advice: Be up for adventure, be flexible 

and take every opportunity.

Isabelle Howells 
Home: United Kingdom 

Background: A passion for marine biology 

and the environment has taken Isabelle 

to the Arctic region, where she worked as 

a whale-watching guide and trained as a 

commercial sailing skipper.

Language: English, French

Favourite Expedition: The Antarctic 

Peninsula, South Georgia and the 

Falklands.  

Advice: The longer you stay out on deck, 

the more you are guaranteed to see.

Max Seigal
Home: United States

Background: After completing his studies 

in biology, Max set off travelling with a 

camera in hand. He became a National 

Geographic Certified photo instructor, 

guiding photo trips around the world.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica – there’s 

nowhere like it in the world.

Advice: Go to as many lectures as you can! 

This is the best opportunity to learn from 

the experts on board and ask questions.

Daniel Stavert 
Home: Australia  

Background: With a love for both training 

and teaching, Daniel has spent over 

a decade leading groups in kayaking, 

climbing and trekking in remote Tasmania, 

the islands of Scotland, and the coast of 

mainland Australia, and Antarctica.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: East Greenland.  

Advice: Take a waterproof backpack so 

you can focus on experiencing every 

moment and not worry about the splashy 

waves!

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/why-travel-with-us/team/
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Advice: Get involved with as many 

activities and educational lectures as you 

can – there is so much to absorb! 

Ashley Perrin 
Home: North America 

Background: With over 209,215 kilometres 

(130,000 miles) under her belt as a skipper 

offshore and a dual major with honours 

in geography and oceanography, Ashley 

became the first female boating officer in 

Antarctica with the British Antarctic Survey.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica. 

Advice: Get involved with a Citizen Science 

Program and contribute to the world.

The Expedition Team © A Wlodarczyk

Tarn Pilkington
Home: New Zealand 

Background: Tarn started skiing when 

he was four and has been on the slopes 

ever since. He is a year-round International 

Federation of Mountain Guide Association 

(IFMGA) ski guide, Air Ambulance Service 

crew member and Alpine Cliff Rescue 

team member.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: South Georgia

Advice: There is a great saying we share 

on board: ‘There is plenty of time to sleep 

when you get home.’

Nina Gallo
Home: Australia

Background: Nina has spent many years 

adventuring in the wilderness, rock climbing, 

hiking and exploring. She loves the moment 

when something amazing and unexpected 

happens and the day’s plans go out the 

window.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica. I love the 

extremes.

Advice: I encourage all guests to seek out a 

moment of silence, stillness and solitude.

Dr John Kirkwood
Home: Australia

Background: A deep love of travel, the 

natural world and exploration has kept 

John involved with polar and marine 

research for more than 30 years.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: South Georgia: one 

of the great wildlife experiences on the 

planet. 

Advice: Be up for adventure, be flexible 

and take every opportunity.

Isabelle Howells 
Home: United Kingdom 

Background: A passion for marine biology 

and the environment has taken Isabelle 

to the Arctic region, where she worked as 

a whale-watching guide and trained as a 

commercial sailing skipper.

Language: English, French

Favourite Expedition: The Antarctic 

Peninsula, South Georgia and the 

Falklands.  

Advice: The longer you stay out on deck, 

the more you are guaranteed to see.

Max Seigal
Home: United States

Background: After completing his studies 

in biology, Max set off travelling with a 

camera in hand. He became a National 

Geographic Certified photo instructor, 

guiding photo trips around the world.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica – there’s 

nowhere like it in the world.

Advice: Go to as many lectures as you can! 

This is the best opportunity to learn from 

the experts on board and ask questions.

Daniel Stavert 
Home: Australia  

Background: With a love for both training 

and teaching, Daniel has spent over 

a decade leading groups in kayaking, 

climbing and trekking in remote Tasmania, 

the islands of Scotland, and the coast of 

mainland Australia, and Antarctica.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: East Greenland.  

Advice: Take a waterproof backpack so 

you can focus on experiencing every 

moment and not worry about the splashy 

waves!

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/why-travel-with-us/team/
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Scott Portelli 
Home: Australia 

Background: Scott has been awarded 

BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year and 

the Sony World Photography Award and 

is now credited with being one of the 

world’s best wildlife photographers.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula 

and South Georgia.

Advice: Get involved with all aspects of 

expedition, adventure, socialising and 

learning while you are with us.

Leopoldo Soibelzon
Home: Argentina

Background: Leo has a degree in biology 

and a PhD in natural sciences, majoring in 

the study of South American carnivorous 

mammals and is currently a principal 

investigator at CONICET. He has lived every 

kind of Antarctic experience. 

Language: English, French, German

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica! 

Advice: In Antarctica, go out on deck 

to breathe the icy air and ‘listen’ to the 

overwhelming silence.

Eamon Larkin
Home: Australia

Background: Eamon has been an 

expedition guide in Australia and abroad 

since 1995. He loves supporting people 

to move beyond their comfort zone to 

experience new things.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Looking forward 

to exploring the new itineraries for this 

season.

Advice: Take a quiet moment on your 

own, indulge your senses and be mindful 

of how you feel in the environment. 

Michael Baynes
Home: Australia

Background: Completing an 

environmental science degree enabled 

Michael to pursue his love of nature and 

wildlife. During his time working as an 

environmental scientist, his passion for 

photography really came to the fore. 

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: East Greenland, due 

to the dramatic landscapes and icebergs. 

Advice: Regardless of experience or 

camera equipment, everyone can create 

beautiful images by focusing on the light.

Dr. Ulyana Horodyskyj 
Pena
Home: United States

Background: Ulyana has a unique blend 

of academia and experience in extreme 

environments, with extensive knowledge 

of geology, glaciology, astronomy and 

climate, alongside advanced experience in 

mountaineering.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula.

Advice: Enjoy the landscape, pay attention 

to what you're feeling and use your senses.

Lauren Farmer  
Home: Scottish Highlands  

Background: Lauren has spent eight 

austral and boreal summers as a polar 

guide. She is a proud Fellow of the 

Explorers Club, a certified Senior Guide 

and co-founder of the Polar Citizen 

Science Collective.  

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Wrangel Island.

Advice: Pay special attention to how you 

feel in Antarctica. Once you return home 

the clarity and calm will return when you 

most need it! 

Alex Chavanne
Home: United States

Background: Alex started guiding 

along the west coast of North America, 

before moving on to Patagonia and then 

Antarctica. 

Language: English  

Favourite Expedition: Northeast 

Greenland.

Advice: Go to all the lectures. It is the best 

way to gain a deeper understanding of 

where you are going, to hear stories about 

the destination, and also to get to know 

the Expedition Team.

Hilary Cave 
Home: New Zealand

Background: Hilary loves to help others 

have their own adventures, even if it is just 

a short stroll off the beaten track. Whether 

working as ski patrol or as a ski guide, she 

feels invigorated in the mountains.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Paradise Harbour, 

Antarctica.

Advice: Take time to meet others on the 

voyage, ask open questions – you will be 

surprised at the variety of backgrounds 

and experiences people bring.

Ivan Klochkov
Home: Russia 

Background: Growing up, Ivan went on 

all kinds of outdoor adventures, kayaking 

through Kamchatka, hiking in Nepal and 

Turkey and wandering in India. After 

studying hospitality management, Ivan has 

been working as a sea kayaking guide for 

the last five years.

Language: Russian, English

Favourite Expedition: The wild Kamchatka 

Peninsula.

Advice: Explore, test your limits and learn 

new things.

Roger Kirkwood
Home: Australia

Background: Roger’s love of scuba diving 

and uncovering what lies beneath the 

surface led him to pursue a career in 

marine biology. When researching some 

of the world’s most unique marine life, he 

developed a love for the white continent 

that has seen him returning for decades. 

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula 

to see it in different times of the season.

Advice: Relax. Let it seep in, and then 

leave, feeling happy and refreshed.

Alex Cowan
Home: Scotland

Background: Alex has a varied 

background as a geologist, a mountaineer 

and a professional yachtsman. Since 2011, 

he has guided in Svalbard, Antarctica, 

South Georgia and Greenland.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: The High Arctic.

Advice: When you get home, think back 

to the amazing things you saw. These 

incredible vistas are real and they are 

always there, and they are special places 

that need to be protected.

Catherine Buckland
Home: United Kingdom

Background: In the profession of scuba 

diving, no two days are the same. For 

over 15 years Catherine has thrived in this 

challenging environment, working in a 

variety of marine-based positions.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Getting to scuba 

dive in Antarctica is so special. The sense 

of exploration and expedition, of seeing 

marine creatures that live in the harshest 

conditions, is beyond exciting. 

Advice: Put down the camera, and just 

take it all in.
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Scott Portelli 
Home: Australia 

Background: Scott has been awarded 

BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year and 

the Sony World Photography Award and 

is now credited with being one of the 

world’s best wildlife photographers.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula 

and South Georgia.

Advice: Get involved with all aspects of 

expedition, adventure, socialising and 

learning while you are with us.

Leopoldo Soibelzon
Home: Argentina

Background: Leo has a degree in biology 

and a PhD in natural sciences, majoring in 

the study of South American carnivorous 

mammals and is currently a principal 

investigator at CONICET. He has lived every 

kind of Antarctic experience. 

Language: English, French, German

Favourite Expedition: Antarctica! 

Advice: In Antarctica, go out on deck 

to breathe the icy air and ‘listen’ to the 

overwhelming silence.

Eamon Larkin
Home: Australia

Background: Eamon has been an 

expedition guide in Australia and abroad 

since 1995. He loves supporting people 

to move beyond their comfort zone to 

experience new things.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Looking forward 

to exploring the new itineraries for this 

season.

Advice: Take a quiet moment on your 

own, indulge your senses and be mindful 

of how you feel in the environment. 

Michael Baynes
Home: Australia

Background: Completing an 

environmental science degree enabled 

Michael to pursue his love of nature and 

wildlife. During his time working as an 

environmental scientist, his passion for 

photography really came to the fore. 

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: East Greenland, due 

to the dramatic landscapes and icebergs. 

Advice: Regardless of experience or 

camera equipment, everyone can create 

beautiful images by focusing on the light.

Dr. Ulyana Horodyskyj 
Pena
Home: United States

Background: Ulyana has a unique blend 

of academia and experience in extreme 

environments, with extensive knowledge 

of geology, glaciology, astronomy and 

climate, alongside advanced experience in 

mountaineering.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula.

Advice: Enjoy the landscape, pay attention 

to what you're feeling and use your senses.

Lauren Farmer  
Home: Scottish Highlands  

Background: Lauren has spent eight 

austral and boreal summers as a polar 

guide. She is a proud Fellow of the 

Explorers Club, a certified Senior Guide 

and co-founder of the Polar Citizen 

Science Collective.  

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Wrangel Island.

Advice: Pay special attention to how you 

feel in Antarctica. Once you return home 

the clarity and calm will return when you 

most need it! 

Alex Chavanne
Home: United States

Background: Alex started guiding 

along the west coast of North America, 

before moving on to Patagonia and then 

Antarctica. 

Language: English  

Favourite Expedition: Northeast 

Greenland.

Advice: Go to all the lectures. It is the best 

way to gain a deeper understanding of 

where you are going, to hear stories about 

the destination, and also to get to know 

the Expedition Team.

Hilary Cave 
Home: New Zealand

Background: Hilary loves to help others 

have their own adventures, even if it is just 

a short stroll off the beaten track. Whether 

working as ski patrol or as a ski guide, she 

feels invigorated in the mountains.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Paradise Harbour, 

Antarctica.

Advice: Take time to meet others on the 

voyage, ask open questions – you will be 

surprised at the variety of backgrounds 

and experiences people bring.

Ivan Klochkov
Home: Russia 

Background: Growing up, Ivan went on 

all kinds of outdoor adventures, kayaking 

through Kamchatka, hiking in Nepal and 

Turkey and wandering in India. After 

studying hospitality management, Ivan has 

been working as a sea kayaking guide for 

the last five years.

Language: Russian, English

Favourite Expedition: The wild Kamchatka 

Peninsula.

Advice: Explore, test your limits and learn 

new things.

Roger Kirkwood
Home: Australia

Background: Roger’s love of scuba diving 

and uncovering what lies beneath the 

surface led him to pursue a career in 

marine biology. When researching some 

of the world’s most unique marine life, he 

developed a love for the white continent 

that has seen him returning for decades. 

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Antarctic Peninsula 

to see it in different times of the season.

Advice: Relax. Let it seep in, and then 

leave, feeling happy and refreshed.

Alex Cowan
Home: Scotland

Background: Alex has a varied 

background as a geologist, a mountaineer 

and a professional yachtsman. Since 2011, 

he has guided in Svalbard, Antarctica, 

South Georgia and Greenland.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: The High Arctic.

Advice: When you get home, think back 

to the amazing things you saw. These 

incredible vistas are real and they are 

always there, and they are special places 

that need to be protected.

Catherine Buckland
Home: United Kingdom

Background: In the profession of scuba 

diving, no two days are the same. For 

over 15 years Catherine has thrived in this 

challenging environment, working in a 

variety of marine-based positions.

Language: English

Favourite Expedition: Getting to scuba 

dive in Antarctica is so special. The sense 

of exploration and expedition, of seeing 

marine creatures that live in the harshest 

conditions, is beyond exciting. 

Advice: Put down the camera, and just 

take it all in.
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Antarctica & 
Subantarctic 
Islands
• Antarctic Peninsula • Antarctic Circle  
• Falklands~Malvinas • South Georgia  
• Weddell Sea • South Sandwich Islands

42

Snow-covered iceberg rising above a sea of nylas ice and small ice floes, Paradise Harbour, Antarctica © R I’Anson

“All of the Antarctica destinations we visited were unique, breathtaking, beautiful, 

humbling – no words can really describe the raw nature and profound emotions  

I experienced.” 

— B Jager
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Spirit of Antarctica
Antarctic Peninsula | 12 Days 

Embrace the spirit of polar exploration on this classic expedition 

to the white continent. Sail across the famed Drake Passage in 

both directions, admiring spectacular seabirds and approaching 

Antarctica as the explorers of old did – by sea. Search for wildlife 

on a Zodiac cruise, aim to set foot on the continent, participate 

in your selected adventure activity and perhaps camp under 

pastel polar skies. This is the quintessential Antarctic voyage for 

adventure lovers.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Hone your ice and wildlife photography skills

• Search for orca and minke whales in the icy bays

• Observe busy penguin colonies building their nests and 

perhaps catch a glimpse of penguin chicks as they hatch 

• Join the exclusive polar plunge club and jump into the 

beautiful Antarctic waters

Gentoo penguins, Antarctica © M Seigal

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4 Cross the Drake Passage to the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 5–9 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes 

of Antarctica. In this great wilderness, nature sets the pace for 

our adventures. With constantly changing weather and sea ice 

conditions, each day’s activities offer an element of spontaneity 

and surprise. Our highly experienced Expedition Team will design 

each day’s adventures based on what nature throws at them. Pack 

a flexible attitude and enjoy the thrill of what each day brings. Sail 

past spectacular ice cliffs, hear the orchestra of the ice crack, hiss 

and pop, visit bustling penguin rookeries, observe seals on ice and 

whales in their southern feeding grounds. Discover historical sites 

and other intriguing relics scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 10–11 Return sailing across the Drake Passage to Ushuaia. 

DAY 12 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 30 Oct 23 – 10 Nov 23 ANP159S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 05 Nov 23 – 16 Nov 23 ANP160G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 04 Dec 23 – 15 Dec 23 ANP161G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 11 Dec 23 – 22 Dec 23 ANP162S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 09 Jan 24 – 20 Jan 24 ANP163S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 27 Oct 24 – 07 Nov 24 ANP168G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 12 Nov 24 – 23 Nov 24 ANP169S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 22 Nov 24 – 03 Dec 24 ANP170S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 08 Dec 24 – 19 Dec 24 ANP171G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 06 Jan 25 – 17 Jan 25 ANP172G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Camping 

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Ski & Snowboard 
Touring

Alpine Trekking

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Kayaking through icy waters, Antarctica © M Seigal

The ANP169S Spirit of Antarctica voyage (12 Nov 24 – 23 Nov 24) is photography-
themed. Enjoy informative lectures and learn tips from our professional 
photographers on board.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
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to the white continent. Sail across the famed Drake Passage in 

both directions, admiring spectacular seabirds and approaching 

Antarctica as the explorers of old did – by sea. Search for wildlife 

on a Zodiac cruise, aim to set foot on the continent, participate 

in your selected adventure activity and perhaps camp under 

pastel polar skies. This is the quintessential Antarctic voyage for 

adventure lovers.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Hone your ice and wildlife photography skills

• Search for orca and minke whales in the icy bays

• Observe busy penguin colonies building their nests and 

perhaps catch a glimpse of penguin chicks as they hatch 

• Join the exclusive polar plunge club and jump into the 

beautiful Antarctic waters

Gentoo penguins, Antarctica © M Seigal

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4 Cross the Drake Passage to the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 5–9 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes 

of Antarctica. In this great wilderness, nature sets the pace for 

our adventures. With constantly changing weather and sea ice 

conditions, each day’s activities offer an element of spontaneity 

and surprise. Our highly experienced Expedition Team will design 

each day’s adventures based on what nature throws at them. Pack 

a flexible attitude and enjoy the thrill of what each day brings. Sail 

past spectacular ice cliffs, hear the orchestra of the ice crack, hiss 

and pop, visit bustling penguin rookeries, observe seals on ice and 

whales in their southern feeding grounds. Discover historical sites 

and other intriguing relics scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 10–11 Return sailing across the Drake Passage to Ushuaia. 

DAY 12 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.
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Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  
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Voyage
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Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Camping 

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Ski & Snowboard 
Touring
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Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Kayaking through icy waters, Antarctica © M Seigal

The ANP169S Spirit of Antarctica voyage (12 Nov 24 – 23 Nov 24) is photography-
themed. Enjoy informative lectures and learn tips from our professional 
photographers on board.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica/
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Antarctic Explorer
Antarctic Peninsula | From 11 Days 

Early Antarctic explorers returned from their voyages to the deep 

south with tales of a magnificent, ice-covered land teeming with 

life. Experience the awe-inspiring immensity of Antarctica and 

immerse yourself in the unimaginable beauty of the Antarctic 

Peninsula, where vast glaciers tumble into the sea, penguins are 

dwarfed by soaring peaks, and humpback and minke whales feast 

on abundant krill. Reduce your time on the high seas by flying one 

way across the Drake Passage.

HIGHLIGHTS

• See and hear the bustling activity of a penguin city

• Chance to spot leopard seals on ice floes from our Zodiacs

• Zodiac-cruise in search of feeding and breaching whales

• Skip one leg of the Drake Passage to maximise your holiday 

time on the white continent

A majestic iceberg in Antarctica © S Portelli

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage Crossing. Will you endure the notorious 

‘Drake Shake’ or experience the ‘Drake Lake?’

DAYS 5–9 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes of 

the white continent. In this great wilderness, nature sets our pace. 

Changing weather and ice conditions make every trip truly unique. 

Cruise by spectacular ice cliffs and observe seals on ice, whales 

in their southern feeding grounds and visit bustling penguin 

rookeries. Discover historical sites and other intriguing relics 

scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAY 10 At King George Island, board your charter flight to Punta 

Arenas, enjoying a final night in town.

DAY 11 Transfer to the airport for your onward journey. 

The itinerary overview is based on AEP165G (Sail/Fly voyage). Voyage also operates 

as a Fly/Sail or Fly/Fly. Please refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine 

spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due 

to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 12 Days 03 Feb 24 – 14 Feb 24 AEP164G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 11 Days 13 Feb 24 – 23 Feb 24 AEP165G Sail/Fly

Punta Arenas/ 
Punta Arenas

12 Days 21 Feb 24 – 03 Mar 24 AEP167G Fly/Fly

Punta Arenas/ 
Ushuaia

13 Days 19 Jan 25 – 31 Jan 25 AEP046S Fly/Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 26 Jan 25 – 07 Feb 25 AEP047G Fly/Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 12 Feb 25 – 24 Feb 25 AEP048G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/ 
Punta Arenas

12 Days 20 Feb 25 – 03 Mar 25 AEP049S Sail/Fly

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Alpine Trekking

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snorkelling, exploring the Antarctic waters © T Mayr

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
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Antarctic Explorer
Antarctic Peninsula | From 11 Days 

Early Antarctic explorers returned from their voyages to the deep 

south with tales of a magnificent, ice-covered land teeming with 

life. Experience the awe-inspiring immensity of Antarctica and 

immerse yourself in the unimaginable beauty of the Antarctic 

Peninsula, where vast glaciers tumble into the sea, penguins are 

dwarfed by soaring peaks, and humpback and minke whales feast 

on abundant krill. Reduce your time on the high seas by flying one 

way across the Drake Passage.

HIGHLIGHTS

• See and hear the bustling activity of a penguin city

• Chance to spot leopard seals on ice floes from our Zodiacs

• Zodiac-cruise in search of feeding and breaching whales

• Skip one leg of the Drake Passage to maximise your holiday 

time on the white continent

A majestic iceberg in Antarctica © S Portelli

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage Crossing. Will you endure the notorious 

‘Drake Shake’ or experience the ‘Drake Lake?’

DAYS 5–9 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes of 

the white continent. In this great wilderness, nature sets our pace. 

Changing weather and ice conditions make every trip truly unique. 

Cruise by spectacular ice cliffs and observe seals on ice, whales 

in their southern feeding grounds and visit bustling penguin 

rookeries. Discover historical sites and other intriguing relics 

scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAY 10 At King George Island, board your charter flight to Punta 

Arenas, enjoying a final night in town.

DAY 11 Transfer to the airport for your onward journey. 

The itinerary overview is based on AEP165G (Sail/Fly voyage). Voyage also operates 

as a Fly/Sail or Fly/Fly. Please refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine 

spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due 

to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 12 Days 03 Feb 24 – 14 Feb 24 AEP164G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 11 Days 13 Feb 24 – 23 Feb 24 AEP165G Sail/Fly

Punta Arenas/ 
Punta Arenas

12 Days 21 Feb 24 – 03 Mar 24 AEP167G Fly/Fly

Punta Arenas/ 
Ushuaia

13 Days 19 Jan 25 – 31 Jan 25 AEP046S Fly/Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 26 Jan 25 – 07 Feb 25 AEP047G Fly/Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 12 Feb 25 – 24 Feb 25 AEP048G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/ 
Punta Arenas

12 Days 20 Feb 25 – 03 Mar 25 AEP049S Sail/Fly

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Alpine Trekking

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snorkelling, exploring the Antarctic waters © T Mayr

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer/
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Antarctic Explorer Express 
Antarctic Peninsula | 9 Days 
The younger sibling to our full-grown Antarctic Explorer, the 

9-day Antarctic Explorer Express, offers a similar itinerary but 

with a shorter duration. Travellers who are strapped for time will 

find this quick trip to the Antarctic Peninsula the perfect fit. A 

flight over the Drake Passage in one direction combined with 

an action-packed time in the Antarctic Peninsula, our Antarctic 

Explorer Express voyages are tailored for travellers seeking a brief 

adventure to the frozen continent. You are guaranteed at least 

three days in the Antarctic Peninsula, where your days will be filled 

with penguin and seal encounters,  Zodiac excursions to explore 

rugged coastlines and majestic icebergs, and possible visits by 

curious whales.  

HIGHLIGHTS

• The large number of whales present in late summer  

can provide unforgettable moments with these  

magnificent giants   

• See penguins begin to moult and gentoo penguin parents 

feeding their chicks

Paddling the icy Antarctic water © J Weir

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing. A crossing of the Drake 

Passage to reach the Antarctic Peninsula is considered by many 

expeditioners to be a rite of passage on a voyage to Antarctica. 

Will you experience a ‘Drake shake’ or a ‘Drake Lake?’ 

DAYS 5–7 Pinch yourself. You are in Antarctica! Over the next few 

days, our experienced Expedition Team will tailor your day-by-day 

experiences, based on the changing weather and ice conditions. 

On an expedition, we make no promises apart from offering you 

a genuine voyage that is filled with adventure, fun, spontaneous 

moments, encounters with unique wildlife, mind-blowing, icy 

landscapes and an appreciation for nature. Each day promises new 

experiences and a chance to form closer bonds with nature and 

fellow like-minded expeditioners. 

DAY 8 Board a charter flight to Punta Arenas for an overnight stay. 

DAY 9 Transfer to Punta Arenas airport to continue your journey. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

Scuba Diving

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Gentoo penguins coming ashore at Paradise Harbour, Graham Land, Antarctica © R I’Anson

Add a Patagonia Small-Group Trek
A trek through Patagonia, with its spectacular landscape 

and curious wildlife, complements your voyage in Antarctica 

perfectly. Speak to our team about our combination deals.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 9 Days 10 Feb 24 – 18 Feb 24 ANE001S Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 9 Days 06 Feb 25 – 14 Feb 25 ANE002G Sail/Fly

Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
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Antarctic Explorer Express 
Antarctic Peninsula | 9 Days 
The younger sibling to our full-grown Antarctic Explorer, the 

9-day Antarctic Explorer Express, offers a similar itinerary but 

with a shorter duration. Travellers who are strapped for time will 

find this quick trip to the Antarctic Peninsula the perfect fit. A 

flight over the Drake Passage in one direction combined with 

an action-packed time in the Antarctic Peninsula, our Antarctic 

Explorer Express voyages are tailored for travellers seeking a brief 

adventure to the frozen continent. You are guaranteed at least 

three days in the Antarctic Peninsula, where your days will be filled 

with penguin and seal encounters,  Zodiac excursions to explore 

rugged coastlines and majestic icebergs, and possible visits by 

curious whales.  

HIGHLIGHTS

• The large number of whales present in late summer  

can provide unforgettable moments with these  

magnificent giants   

• See penguins begin to moult and gentoo penguin parents 

feeding their chicks

Paddling the icy Antarctic water © J Weir

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing. A crossing of the Drake 

Passage to reach the Antarctic Peninsula is considered by many 

expeditioners to be a rite of passage on a voyage to Antarctica. 

Will you experience a ‘Drake shake’ or a ‘Drake Lake?’ 

DAYS 5–7 Pinch yourself. You are in Antarctica! Over the next few 

days, our experienced Expedition Team will tailor your day-by-day 

experiences, based on the changing weather and ice conditions. 

On an expedition, we make no promises apart from offering you 

a genuine voyage that is filled with adventure, fun, spontaneous 

moments, encounters with unique wildlife, mind-blowing, icy 

landscapes and an appreciation for nature. Each day promises new 

experiences and a chance to form closer bonds with nature and 

fellow like-minded expeditioners. 

DAY 8 Board a charter flight to Punta Arenas for an overnight stay. 

DAY 9 Transfer to Punta Arenas airport to continue your journey. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

Scuba Diving

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Gentoo penguins coming ashore at Paradise Harbour, Graham Land, Antarctica © R I’Anson

Add a Patagonia Small-Group Trek
A trek through Patagonia, with its spectacular landscape 

and curious wildlife, complements your voyage in Antarctica 

perfectly. Speak to our team about our combination deals.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 9 Days 10 Feb 24 – 18 Feb 24 ANE001S Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 9 Days 06 Feb 25 – 14 Feb 25 ANE002G Sail/Fly

Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-explorer-express/
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Antarctic Peninsula in Depth 
Antarctic Peninsula | 15 Days
This ultimate expedition to the Antarctic Peninsula seeks to 

include visits to some well-known locations and opportunities for 

surprise discoveries. Enjoy nine full days discovering the wonders 

of the Antarctic Peninsula in early summer, when tiny gentoo 

penguin chicks are nesting, chinstrap penguins are hatching and 

whales start to arrive to feed on krill. The long days mean more 

time for exploration, by Zodiac, walks/hikes on land, or through 

one of our optional activities (additional cost).

HIGHLIGHTS

• Enjoy an in-depth exploration of the Antarctic Peninsula 

where we aim to show you favourite well-known sites and 

hope to discover future favourites

• The Antarctic Peninsula is a hive of activity with penguins 

nesting and chicks hatching

• Clean, pristine conditions allow for postcard-perfect 

photographs

• Enjoy early season sightings of whales  

Kayaking in the Antarctic Peninsula © T Mayr

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Ski & Snowboard 
Touring

Camping

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–12 It is almost impossible to describe the feeling of 

arriving in Antarctica. Spotting your first iceberg and taking a 

deep breath of some of the most freshest, crispest air on earth is 

an experience that will stay with you forever. Over the next eight 

days, you will settle into the natural rhythm of life on the Antarctic 

Peninsula. Your experienced Expedition Team, who have made 

countless journeys to this area, will use their expertise to design 

your voyage from day to day, choosing the best options based on 

the prevailing weather and wildlife opportunities. Enjoy Zodiac 

cruises along spectacular ice cliffs or among grounded icebergs, 

keeping watch for whales, seals and porpoising penguins. While 

ashore, you can stroll along the beach and photograph the wildlife 

and the magnificent scenery, visit penguin rookeries and discover 

historical huts. With extra time for exploration, we plan to show 

you our favourite spots across the peninsula and possibly discover 

new future favourites along the way. 

DAYS 13–14 Drake Passage crossing.

DAY 15 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 23 Oct 23 – 06 Nov 23 APD002G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 28 Nov 23 – 12 Dec 23 APD001S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 06 Nov 24 – 20 Nov 24 APD003G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Ice-filled bay, Port Charcot, Antarctica © M Horspool

Add Buenos Aires & Iguazu Falls
Buenos Aires is synonymous with tango, football fanaticism, 

world-class wine and cuisine, and political passion. Combine 

time in the city and the extraordinary natural wonder of 

Iguazu Falls, for an easy stopover experience to add to your 

Antarctic voyage.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
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Antarctic Peninsula in Depth 
Antarctic Peninsula | 15 Days
This ultimate expedition to the Antarctic Peninsula seeks to 

include visits to some well-known locations and opportunities for 

surprise discoveries. Enjoy nine full days discovering the wonders 

of the Antarctic Peninsula in early summer, when tiny gentoo 

penguin chicks are nesting, chinstrap penguins are hatching and 

whales start to arrive to feed on krill. The long days mean more 

time for exploration, by Zodiac, walks/hikes on land, or through 

one of our optional activities (additional cost).

HIGHLIGHTS

• Enjoy an in-depth exploration of the Antarctic Peninsula 

where we aim to show you favourite well-known sites and 

hope to discover future favourites

• The Antarctic Peninsula is a hive of activity with penguins 

nesting and chicks hatching

• Clean, pristine conditions allow for postcard-perfect 

photographs

• Enjoy early season sightings of whales  

Kayaking in the Antarctic Peninsula © T Mayr

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Ski & Snowboard 
Touring

Camping

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–12 It is almost impossible to describe the feeling of 

arriving in Antarctica. Spotting your first iceberg and taking a 

deep breath of some of the most freshest, crispest air on earth is 

an experience that will stay with you forever. Over the next eight 

days, you will settle into the natural rhythm of life on the Antarctic 

Peninsula. Your experienced Expedition Team, who have made 

countless journeys to this area, will use their expertise to design 

your voyage from day to day, choosing the best options based on 

the prevailing weather and wildlife opportunities. Enjoy Zodiac 

cruises along spectacular ice cliffs or among grounded icebergs, 

keeping watch for whales, seals and porpoising penguins. While 

ashore, you can stroll along the beach and photograph the wildlife 

and the magnificent scenery, visit penguin rookeries and discover 

historical huts. With extra time for exploration, we plan to show 

you our favourite spots across the peninsula and possibly discover 

new future favourites along the way. 

DAYS 13–14 Drake Passage crossing.

DAY 15 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control.  

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 23 Oct 23 – 06 Nov 23 APD002G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 28 Nov 23 – 12 Dec 23 APD001S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 06 Nov 24 – 20 Nov 24 APD003G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Ice-filled bay, Port Charcot, Antarctica © M Horspool

Add Buenos Aires & Iguazu Falls
Buenos Aires is synonymous with tango, football fanaticism, 

world-class wine and cuisine, and political passion. Combine 

time in the city and the extraordinary natural wonder of 

Iguazu Falls, for an easy stopover experience to add to your 

Antarctic voyage.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctic-peninsula-in-depth/
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Across the Antarctic Circle
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle | From 13 Days

Venturing below the Antarctic Circle is about more than just 

earning bragging rights. It is the chance to enter a different world 

that is rarely seen, and with its great swathes of pack ice and 

dreamlike icebergs, it feels more isolated and colder than farther 

north. Thread through narrow channels where scenes of ice-clad 

mountains, feeding whales and lively penguin colonies become 

lasting memories.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience a toast at the Antarctic Circle, 66° 33’ south 

(conditions permitting)

• Enjoy a splendour of wildlife activity as birds, seals and whales 

race to fatten up for winter

• Visit fascinating historical sites

• Zodiac-cruise with the hope of spotting leopard and 

crabeater seals

The view from Stonington Island, Antarctica © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Enjoy a short sightseeing tour of Ushuaia before 

embarkation. 

DAYS 3–4 At sea.

DAYS 5–12 The western side of the Antarctic Peninsula is ours to 

explore and our flexible itinerary allows us to make the most of 

local conditions to Zodiac-cruise or kayak among the ice, hoping 

to see whales and other marine wildlife. Set foot on the white 

continent and its offshore islands to visit penguin rookeries, seal 

haulouts, historical sites and spectacular viewpoints. As you 

weave though pack ice and narrow channels, scenes of ice-clad 

mountains and abundant wildlife in its natural habitat will be 

etched into your memory for years to come. Raise a toast to mark 

the occasion as you join a lucky group of adventurers to cross  

66° 33’ south (approximately), below the Antarctic Circle.

DAYS 13–14 At sea.

DAY 15 Disembark in Ushuaia.  

The itinerary overview is based on voyage ANC008G (Sail voyage). Voyage also 

operates as a Fly/Sail or Sail/Fly. Please refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the 

genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to 

change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 14 Dec 23 – 28 Dec 23 ANC008G Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 14 Days 25 Feb 24 – 09 Mar 24 ANC009S Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 14 Days 21 Dec 24 – 03 Jan 25 ANC010S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 13 Days 16 Jan 25 – 28 Jan 25 ANC011G Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 13 Days 23 Feb 25 – 07 Mar 25 ANC012G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle |  = Christmas Voyage

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Snowshoeing

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snowshoeing and hiking in Antarctica © J Lafferty

Featuring the 
Antarctic Circle
At 66° 33’ south, Antarctica is at 

its most pristine. Crossing the 

Antarctic Circle is an impressive 

achievement in itself. Enjoy 

endless daylight, other-worldly 

ice formations, and landscapes 

dotted with wildlife colonies.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
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Across the Antarctic Circle
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle | From 13 Days

Venturing below the Antarctic Circle is about more than just 

earning bragging rights. It is the chance to enter a different world 

that is rarely seen, and with its great swathes of pack ice and 

dreamlike icebergs, it feels more isolated and colder than farther 

north. Thread through narrow channels where scenes of ice-clad 

mountains, feeding whales and lively penguin colonies become 

lasting memories.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience a toast at the Antarctic Circle, 66° 33’ south 

(conditions permitting)

• Enjoy a splendour of wildlife activity as birds, seals and whales 

race to fatten up for winter

• Visit fascinating historical sites

• Zodiac-cruise with the hope of spotting leopard and 

crabeater seals

The view from Stonington Island, Antarctica © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Enjoy a short sightseeing tour of Ushuaia before 

embarkation. 

DAYS 3–4 At sea.

DAYS 5–12 The western side of the Antarctic Peninsula is ours to 

explore and our flexible itinerary allows us to make the most of 

local conditions to Zodiac-cruise or kayak among the ice, hoping 

to see whales and other marine wildlife. Set foot on the white 

continent and its offshore islands to visit penguin rookeries, seal 

haulouts, historical sites and spectacular viewpoints. As you 

weave though pack ice and narrow channels, scenes of ice-clad 

mountains and abundant wildlife in its natural habitat will be 

etched into your memory for years to come. Raise a toast to mark 

the occasion as you join a lucky group of adventurers to cross  

66° 33’ south (approximately), below the Antarctic Circle.

DAYS 13–14 At sea.

DAY 15 Disembark in Ushuaia.  

The itinerary overview is based on voyage ANC008G (Sail voyage). Voyage also 

operates as a Fly/Sail or Sail/Fly. Please refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the 

genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to 

change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 15 Days 14 Dec 23 – 28 Dec 23 ANC008G Sail

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 14 Days 25 Feb 24 – 09 Mar 24 ANC009S Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 14 Days 21 Dec 24 – 03 Jan 25 ANC010S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 13 Days 16 Jan 25 – 28 Jan 25 ANC011G Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 13 Days 23 Feb 25 – 07 Mar 25 ANC012G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle |  = Christmas Voyage

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Snowshoeing

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snowshoeing and hiking in Antarctica © J Lafferty

Featuring the 
Antarctic Circle
At 66° 33’ south, Antarctica is at 

its most pristine. Crossing the 

Antarctic Circle is an impressive 

achievement in itself. Enjoy 

endless daylight, other-worldly 

ice formations, and landscapes 

dotted with wildlife colonies.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/across-the-antarctic-circle/
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Wild Antarctica
Antarctic Peninsula & Weddell Sea | From 12 Days

Famed for its tremendous tabular icebergs, year-round sea ice, 

fascinating fossils and the pivotal role it played in Shackleton’s 

Endurance expedition, the Weddell Sea offers unsurpassed 

opportunities for exploration. Embark on a true Antarctic 

expedition as we not only explore the western side of the 

Antarctic Peninsula but also attempt to venture east towards 

the icy perimeter of the Weddell Sea, which is often guarded 

by impenetrable pack ice and home to awe-inspiring tabular 

icebergs.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Be awed by the array of wildlife that play and hunt in 

Antarctic Sound

• Marvel at gigantic tabular icebergs in the Weddell Sea

• Learn about the incredible fossil-rich volcanic islands from our 

onboard paleontologist 

Gentoo penguins performing courtship ritual, Neko Harbour, Graham Land, Antarctica © R I’Anson

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Fly to King George Island for embarkation. 

DAYS 3–11 In the days ahead, immerse yourself in the 

unforgettable landscapes of the white continent. Sail across the 

Bransfield Strait into the other-worldly landscape of the Antarctic 

Sound. If sea ice conditions allow, venture east into the Weddell 

Sea, known for its impressive sea ice and large icebergs. Feel your 

pulse quicken as vast tabular icebergs pass close by. We aim to 

land on fossil-rich islands for exploration and to hear from our 

expert palaeontologist. Roam the shoreline near where Adélie, 

gentoo and chinstrap penguins waddle, and delight in their 

charismatic antics. Zodiac-cruise in search of seals, whales and 

their calves. We aim to land on the Antarctic continent and the 

many islands surrounding the peninsula, to visit historical sites and 

to experience the unforgettable landscape up close.

DAYS 12–13 At sea.

DAY 14 Disembark in Ushuaia.

The voyage map refers to a Fly/Sail. Voyages also operate as Sail/Sail route. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 14 Days 01 Mar 24 – 14 Mar 24 ANW007G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 06 Mar 25 – 17 Mar 25 ANW008G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 24 Mar 25 – 04 Apr 25 ANW009S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snorkelling in Antarctica © M Baynes

Add Patagonia  
EcoCamp
Uniquely Patagonian, 

Cascada EcoCamp offers an 

environmentally friendly way to 

experience nature in comfort. 

Explore Torres del Paine National 

Park with various short walks 

showcasing views of Lake 

Nordenskjöld and Lake Pehoe.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
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Wild Antarctica
Antarctic Peninsula & Weddell Sea | From 12 Days

Famed for its tremendous tabular icebergs, year-round sea ice, 

fascinating fossils and the pivotal role it played in Shackleton’s 

Endurance expedition, the Weddell Sea offers unsurpassed 

opportunities for exploration. Embark on a true Antarctic 

expedition as we not only explore the western side of the 

Antarctic Peninsula but also attempt to venture east towards 

the icy perimeter of the Weddell Sea, which is often guarded 

by impenetrable pack ice and home to awe-inspiring tabular 

icebergs.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Be awed by the array of wildlife that play and hunt in 

Antarctic Sound

• Marvel at gigantic tabular icebergs in the Weddell Sea

• Learn about the incredible fossil-rich volcanic islands from our 

onboard paleontologist 

Gentoo penguins performing courtship ritual, Neko Harbour, Graham Land, Antarctica © R I’Anson

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Fly to King George Island for embarkation. 

DAYS 3–11 In the days ahead, immerse yourself in the 

unforgettable landscapes of the white continent. Sail across the 

Bransfield Strait into the other-worldly landscape of the Antarctic 

Sound. If sea ice conditions allow, venture east into the Weddell 

Sea, known for its impressive sea ice and large icebergs. Feel your 

pulse quicken as vast tabular icebergs pass close by. We aim to 

land on fossil-rich islands for exploration and to hear from our 

expert palaeontologist. Roam the shoreline near where Adélie, 

gentoo and chinstrap penguins waddle, and delight in their 

charismatic antics. Zodiac-cruise in search of seals, whales and 

their calves. We aim to land on the Antarctic continent and the 

many islands surrounding the peninsula, to visit historical sites and 

to experience the unforgettable landscape up close.

DAYS 12–13 At sea.

DAY 14 Disembark in Ushuaia.

The voyage map refers to a Fly/Sail. Voyages also operate as Sail/Sail route. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 14 Days 01 Mar 24 – 14 Mar 24 ANW007G Fly/Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 06 Mar 25 – 17 Mar 25 ANW008G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 12 Days 24 Mar 25 – 04 Apr 25 ANW009S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Snorkelling in Antarctica © M Baynes

Add Patagonia  
EcoCamp
Uniquely Patagonian, 

Cascada EcoCamp offers an 

environmentally friendly way to 

experience nature in comfort. 

Explore Torres del Paine National 

Park with various short walks 

showcasing views of Lake 

Nordenskjöld and Lake Pehoe.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/wild-antarctica/
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A new voyage that focuses on the Weddell Sea region more than 

any of our other voyages. The Weddell Sea is renowned for vast 

amounts of ice – sea ice, pack ice and gigantic icebergs. Even 

icebreakers have difficulty getting around in the Weddell Sea. For 

adventurous expeditioners, a visit to the area can be rewarding, not 

least for its historical associations. In 1902, Swedish explorer Otto 

Nordenskjöld was forced to spend two winters on the Weddell Sea, 

and the main expedition hut built on Snow Hill Island still stands. 

The area is also central to Ernest Shackleton’s well-known expedition 

when the Endurance became trapped in the ice. In addition to 

ice-watching opportunities, the area is also rich in wildlife, geology 

and palaeontology. We hope to see ice seals such as crabeater and 

leopard seals. On the shores, you can scour for ancient fossils of 

gastropods, large clams and spiral-shaped ammonites. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Hear tall tales of heroic exploration, tragedy and triumph in 

the Weddell region

• With favourable conditions, we hope to spend more time in 

the Weddell Sea region than on any other of our voyages

• Be awestruck by the array of wildlife that hunt and play in the 

Antarctic Sound

Passengers taking photos from a Zodiac, Antarctica © M Seigal

Deep Weddell following Nordenskjöld 
Antarctic Peninsula, Weddell Sea | 14 Days

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–11 A voyage to the Antarctic Peninsula is by its very nature 

a genuine adventure, but to venture to the Weddell Sea region, 

located on the wild eastern side of the peninsula, is turning up the 

dial a few notches. The Weddell Gyre pushes enormous amounts 

of ice from the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf up towards the area near 

the Antarctic Sound, blocking the entrance to the Weddell Sea. 

While a considerable aspect of a voyage to the Weddell Sea is the 

thrill of not knowing if the ice will allow us to enter its frozen realm, 

a visit to the region still has numerous rewards. 

Gigantic icebergs, the size of skyscrapers, dwarf our Zodiacs as 

we attempt to push through seemingly impenetrable sea ice to 

land on remote beaches where ancient fossils can be found. The 

wildlife we may encounter in the Weddell Sea region makes the 

attempt worthwhile. The abundant ice attracts ice seals, such as 

crabeater, leopard and Weddell seals, which all breed and birth on 

sea ice. Large numbers of orca, minke and humpback whales are 

also commonly seen here. 

DAYS 12–13 Drake Passage crossing. 

DAY 14 Disembark in Ushuaia and continue your journey. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 14 Days 24 Mar 24 – 06 Apr 24 ADW001S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Floating tabular iceberg in the Weddell Sea, Antarctica

Add Easter Island
Easter Island, or Rapa Nui, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

national park and one of the remotest inhabited islands on 

the planet. Spend time exploring the island and experience 

its famous archaeological sites. For more information, visit our 

website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
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A new voyage that focuses on the Weddell Sea region more than 

any of our other voyages. The Weddell Sea is renowned for vast 

amounts of ice – sea ice, pack ice and gigantic icebergs. Even 

icebreakers have difficulty getting around in the Weddell Sea. For 

adventurous expeditioners, a visit to the area can be rewarding, not 

least for its historical associations. In 1902, Swedish explorer Otto 

Nordenskjöld was forced to spend two winters on the Weddell Sea, 

and the main expedition hut built on Snow Hill Island still stands. 

The area is also central to Ernest Shackleton’s well-known expedition 

when the Endurance became trapped in the ice. In addition to 

ice-watching opportunities, the area is also rich in wildlife, geology 

and palaeontology. We hope to see ice seals such as crabeater and 

leopard seals. On the shores, you can scour for ancient fossils of 

gastropods, large clams and spiral-shaped ammonites. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Hear tall tales of heroic exploration, tragedy and triumph in 

the Weddell region

• With favourable conditions, we hope to spend more time in 

the Weddell Sea region than on any other of our voyages

• Be awestruck by the array of wildlife that hunt and play in the 

Antarctic Sound

Passengers taking photos from a Zodiac, Antarctica © M Seigal

Deep Weddell following Nordenskjöld 
Antarctic Peninsula, Weddell Sea | 14 Days

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–11 A voyage to the Antarctic Peninsula is by its very nature 

a genuine adventure, but to venture to the Weddell Sea region, 

located on the wild eastern side of the peninsula, is turning up the 

dial a few notches. The Weddell Gyre pushes enormous amounts 

of ice from the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf up towards the area near 

the Antarctic Sound, blocking the entrance to the Weddell Sea. 

While a considerable aspect of a voyage to the Weddell Sea is the 

thrill of not knowing if the ice will allow us to enter its frozen realm, 

a visit to the region still has numerous rewards. 

Gigantic icebergs, the size of skyscrapers, dwarf our Zodiacs as 

we attempt to push through seemingly impenetrable sea ice to 

land on remote beaches where ancient fossils can be found. The 

wildlife we may encounter in the Weddell Sea region makes the 

attempt worthwhile. The abundant ice attracts ice seals, such as 

crabeater, leopard and Weddell seals, which all breed and birth on 

sea ice. Large numbers of orca, minke and humpback whales are 

also commonly seen here. 

DAYS 12–13 Drake Passage crossing. 

DAY 14 Disembark in Ushuaia and continue your journey. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 14 Days 24 Mar 24 – 06 Apr 24 ADW001S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Floating tabular iceberg in the Weddell Sea, Antarctica

Add Easter Island
Easter Island, or Rapa Nui, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

national park and one of the remotest inhabited islands on 

the planet. Spend time exploring the island and experience 

its famous archaeological sites. For more information, visit our 

website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/deep-weddell-following-nordenskjold/
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Circle and Weddell
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle, Weddell Sea | 18 Days 

Antarctic adventurers can aim to tick two boxes off their 

must-do list on this voyage, where they have the opportunity to 

visit regions in Antarctica that most people will never experience 

– not even among those who have been to Antarctica – below 

the Antarctic Circle and attempting to forge a path through the 

ice in the Weddell Sea. As you venture south on the western side 

of the Antarctic Peninsula, passing spectacular, towering cliffs and 

glittering icebergs, there is a chance you may see Adélie penguins 

and ice seals such as leopard and crabeater seals resting on ice 

floes. In the Weddell Sea, and under favourable weather and 

sea ice conditions, be prepared to encounter an unimaginably 

spectacular world of icy landscapes. It is an icy realm that few have 

been fortunate to experience. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Raise a toast to celebrate crossing the Antarctic Circle 

(weather and conditions permitting)

• Marvel at some of the most dazzling icy landscapes on the 

peninsula as we forge our way south to the Antarctic Circle

• With favourable weather and conditions, we hope to explore 

the mind-blowing, icy realm of the Weddell Sea

• We hope to encounter unique ice seals lounging on sea ice

Adélie penguins on a floating iceberg, Weddell Sea, Antarctica

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–15 To be part of a voyage that attempts to explore the 

remotest and wildest parts of this region on the planet, gives you 

more than basic bragging rights. Venturing below the Antarctic 

Circle, an imaginary line at latitude of 66° 33’ south, is a chance 

to enter a different world that is rarely seen. It feels more isolated 

and distant than farther north, with great swathes of pack ice and 

dreamlike icebergs. Thread through pack ice and narrow channels 

where scenes abound of ice-clad mountains, whales fattening 

up on krill, leopard seals patrolling the waters for vulnerable 

penguins, and snow petrels soaring above. Join an exclusive group 

of adventurers as we raise a glass to toast our arrival below the 

Antarctic Circle.

As we return north, we make our way to the Weddell Sea, where 

we plan to visit some of our favourite places around the Antarctic 

Peninsula. We explore coastlines by Zodiac, landing on beaches 

where fur seals frolic and fledging penguins take to the waters for 

the first time. As we approach Antarctic Sound, gateway to the 

Weddell Sea, we hope for favourable weather and ice conditions 

to grant our good ship entry to its frozen realm. 

The Weddell Gyre pushes enormous amounts of ice up towards 

the area near the Antarctic Sound, blocking the entrance to the 

Weddell Sea, but a visit to the region still has its rewards. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 18 Days 08 Mar 24 – 25 Mar 24 ACW001S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Weddell seal, Paradise Harbour, Antarctica © M Horspool

We hope to gaze upon gigantic tabular icebergs the size 

of skyscrapers as we attempt to push through seemingly 

impenetrable sea ice in our Zodiacs to land on a beach, where 

ancient fossils can be found. The wildlife we hope to encounter 

in the Weddell Sea region makes the attempt worthwhile. The 

abundant ice attracts ice seals such as crabeater, leopard and 

Weddell seals, which all breed and birth on sea ice. Large numbers 

of orca, minke and humpback whales are also commonly seen 

here.

DAYS 16–17 Drake Passage crossing.

DAY 18 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
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Circle and Weddell
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle, Weddell Sea | 18 Days 

Antarctic adventurers can aim to tick two boxes off their 

must-do list on this voyage, where they have the opportunity to 

visit regions in Antarctica that most people will never experience 

– not even among those who have been to Antarctica – below 

the Antarctic Circle and attempting to forge a path through the 

ice in the Weddell Sea. As you venture south on the western side 

of the Antarctic Peninsula, passing spectacular, towering cliffs and 

glittering icebergs, there is a chance you may see Adélie penguins 

and ice seals such as leopard and crabeater seals resting on ice 

floes. In the Weddell Sea, and under favourable weather and 

sea ice conditions, be prepared to encounter an unimaginably 

spectacular world of icy landscapes. It is an icy realm that few have 

been fortunate to experience. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Raise a toast to celebrate crossing the Antarctic Circle 

(weather and conditions permitting)

• Marvel at some of the most dazzling icy landscapes on the 

peninsula as we forge our way south to the Antarctic Circle

• With favourable weather and conditions, we hope to explore 

the mind-blowing, icy realm of the Weddell Sea

• We hope to encounter unique ice seals lounging on sea ice

Adélie penguins on a floating iceberg, Weddell Sea, Antarctica

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia.

DAYS 3–4 Drake Passage crossing.

DAYS 5–15 To be part of a voyage that attempts to explore the 

remotest and wildest parts of this region on the planet, gives you 

more than basic bragging rights. Venturing below the Antarctic 

Circle, an imaginary line at latitude of 66° 33’ south, is a chance 

to enter a different world that is rarely seen. It feels more isolated 

and distant than farther north, with great swathes of pack ice and 

dreamlike icebergs. Thread through pack ice and narrow channels 

where scenes abound of ice-clad mountains, whales fattening 

up on krill, leopard seals patrolling the waters for vulnerable 

penguins, and snow petrels soaring above. Join an exclusive group 

of adventurers as we raise a glass to toast our arrival below the 

Antarctic Circle.

As we return north, we make our way to the Weddell Sea, where 

we plan to visit some of our favourite places around the Antarctic 

Peninsula. We explore coastlines by Zodiac, landing on beaches 

where fur seals frolic and fledging penguins take to the waters for 

the first time. As we approach Antarctic Sound, gateway to the 

Weddell Sea, we hope for favourable weather and ice conditions 

to grant our good ship entry to its frozen realm. 

The Weddell Gyre pushes enormous amounts of ice up towards 

the area near the Antarctic Sound, blocking the entrance to the 

Weddell Sea, but a visit to the region still has its rewards. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 18 Days 08 Mar 24 – 25 Mar 24 ACW001S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Weddell seal, Paradise Harbour, Antarctica © M Horspool

We hope to gaze upon gigantic tabular icebergs the size 

of skyscrapers as we attempt to push through seemingly 

impenetrable sea ice in our Zodiacs to land on a beach, where 

ancient fossils can be found. The wildlife we hope to encounter 

in the Weddell Sea region makes the attempt worthwhile. The 

abundant ice attracts ice seals such as crabeater, leopard and 

Weddell seals, which all breed and birth on sea ice. Large numbers 

of orca, minke and humpback whales are also commonly seen 

here.

DAYS 16–17 Drake Passage crossing.

DAY 18 Disembark in Ushuaia.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/circle-and-weddell/
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South Georgia & Antarctic Odyssey
Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia & Falkland~Malvinas | From 20 Days

This voyage encompasses the best of the Antarctic Peninsula 

and the enchanting wildlife haven of South Georgia. Discover the 

historical Falklands~Malvinas and stand in awe before the world’s 

largest king penguin colonies in South Georgia. In Antarctica, 

experience the serenity and grandeur of the most remote place 

on earth, where penguins nest, whales feed and captivating seals 

frolic in ice-speckled seas.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Photograph curious seals as you Zodiac-cruise through glassy 

waters, dazzled by the iridescent blues of icebergs

• Marvel at enormous king penguin colonies in South Georgia

• Walk along beaches lined with elephant seals and Antarctic 

fur seals

Zodiac-cruising, Antarctica © J Lafferty
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Itinerary Overview
DAY 1  Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2  Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAY 3 At sea. 

DAY 4 Discover the windswept coastlines and charismatic wildlife 

of the Falklands~Malvinas, home to Magellanic and rockhopper 

penguins and curious sea lions. 

DAYS 5–7 At sea.

DAYS 8–12 In South Georgia, marvel at some of the world’s 

largest king penguin colonies. Walk along beaches brimming 

with fur seals, elephant seals and curious penguins. Photograph 

jaw-dropping landscapes, embark on exhilarating hikes and learn 

about Shackleton’s epic tale of leadership and survival.  

DAYS 13–14 At sea.

DAYS 15–18 In Antarctica, Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded 

bergs, watching for humpbacks, minkes and orca. Walk by 

plucky chinstrap and gentoo penguins in their bustling colonies. 

Kayakers, prepare yourselves for an unforgettable experience. 

DAYS 19–20 At sea. 

DAY 21 Disembark in Ushuaia.

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction and also as a 

Sail/Fly route. Please refer to Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition 

travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and 

other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 09 Nov 23 – 29 Nov 23 ASG089S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 21 Dec 23 – 10 Jan 24 ASG090S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 20 Days 17 Jan 24 – 05 Feb 24 ASG091G Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 19 Nov 24 – 09 Dec 24 ASG092G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 02 Dec 24 – 22 Dec 24 ASG093S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 20 Days 02 Jan 25 – 21 Jan 25 ASG094S Sail/Fly

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle |  = Christmas Voyage

Elephant seals, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © I Wade

Add Polar Snorkelling
Snorkelling in Antarctica offers an insight into the continent’s 

secret underwater world. Discover the fascinating marine life 

that call these waters home, on this unique experience.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Shackleton’s 
Crossing

Alpine Trekking

Paddling

Camping

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
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South Georgia & Antarctic Odyssey
Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia & Falkland~Malvinas | From 20 Days

This voyage encompasses the best of the Antarctic Peninsula 

and the enchanting wildlife haven of South Georgia. Discover the 

historical Falklands~Malvinas and stand in awe before the world’s 

largest king penguin colonies in South Georgia. In Antarctica, 

experience the serenity and grandeur of the most remote place 

on earth, where penguins nest, whales feed and captivating seals 

frolic in ice-speckled seas.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Photograph curious seals as you Zodiac-cruise through glassy 

waters, dazzled by the iridescent blues of icebergs

• Marvel at enormous king penguin colonies in South Georgia

• Walk along beaches lined with elephant seals and Antarctic 

fur seals

Zodiac-cruising, Antarctica © J Lafferty
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Itinerary Overview
DAY 1  Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2  Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAY 3 At sea. 

DAY 4 Discover the windswept coastlines and charismatic wildlife 

of the Falklands~Malvinas, home to Magellanic and rockhopper 

penguins and curious sea lions. 

DAYS 5–7 At sea.

DAYS 8–12 In South Georgia, marvel at some of the world’s 

largest king penguin colonies. Walk along beaches brimming 

with fur seals, elephant seals and curious penguins. Photograph 

jaw-dropping landscapes, embark on exhilarating hikes and learn 

about Shackleton’s epic tale of leadership and survival.  

DAYS 13–14 At sea.

DAYS 15–18 In Antarctica, Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded 

bergs, watching for humpbacks, minkes and orca. Walk by 

plucky chinstrap and gentoo penguins in their bustling colonies. 

Kayakers, prepare yourselves for an unforgettable experience. 

DAYS 19–20 At sea. 

DAY 21 Disembark in Ushuaia.

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction and also as a 

Sail/Fly route. Please refer to Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition 

travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and 

other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 09 Nov 23 – 29 Nov 23 ASG089S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 21 Dec 23 – 10 Jan 24 ASG090S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 20 Days 17 Jan 24 – 05 Feb 24 ASG091G Sail/Fly

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 19 Nov 24 – 09 Dec 24 ASG092G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 02 Dec 24 – 22 Dec 24 ASG093S Sail

Ushuaia/Punta Arenas 20 Days 02 Jan 25 – 21 Jan 25 ASG094S Sail/Fly

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle |  = Christmas Voyage

Elephant seals, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © I Wade

Add Polar Snorkelling
Snorkelling in Antarctica offers an insight into the continent’s 

secret underwater world. Discover the fascinating marine life 

that call these waters home, on this unique experience.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Shackleton’s 
Crossing

Alpine Trekking

Paddling

Camping

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-odyssey/
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Antarctica Complete
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle, South Georgia, Falkland~Malvinas | 23 Days 

Experience unparalleled adventure and discovery on your ultimate 

Antarctic voyage. If you want to see it all, this is the trip for you.  

Be transported to enthralling subantarctic islands, rich with human 

history and unique wildlife. Then venture into the deep south 

of the Antarctic Peninsula, crossing the coveted Antarctic Circle. 

Zodiac-cruise in vast ice-covered landscapes, visit lively penguin 

colonies, watch for whales and hear tales of past explorers in this 

fascinating region.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Step ashore on the Antarctic continent to unforgettable 

vistas, majestic whales, swooping skuas and curious seals

• Raise a glass as you join an exclusive club of people to cross 

the Antarctic Circle  (conditions permitting)

• Marvel at the world’s largest king penguin colonies

• Hike along pebble beaches and climb tussock steps, with 

unexpected wildlife encounters at every turn

Kayaking through Antarctica © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 After a short sightseeing tour, embark in the afternoon. 

DAYS 3–4 Cross the Drake Passage. On the afternoon of Day 4 we 

hope to land in the South Shetland Islands.

DAYS 5–10 You will be mesmerised by the white continent. As 

you thread through pack ice and narrow channels, scenes of 

ice-clad mountains and abundant wildlife in its natural habitat 

will be etched into your memory for years to come. See penguins 

moulting and juveniles contemplating their first venture into the 

ocean. Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded bergs, watching 

for whale blows from humpbacks, minkes and orca. Kayakers – 

prepare for an unforgettable experience amid the ice. Raise a 

toast to mark the occasion as you join the privileged group of 

adventurers to cross 66° 33’ south, below the Antarctic Circle.

DAYS 11–12 At sea. 

DAYS 13–17 You will be captivated by South Georgia’s 

breathtaking scenes: jaw-dropping mountain landscapes and 

vast king penguin colonies. Zodiac-cruise through bays filled 

with playful fur seal pups and land on pebbly beaches to meet 

wallowing elephant seals. Learn of Shackleton’s epic voyage of 

survival, which ended with a dramatic traverse of South Georgia. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 23 Days 27 Dec 23 – 18 Jan 24 ACO004G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 23 Days 30 Jan 25 – 21 Feb 25 ACO005S Sail
 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Passengers in front of Grytviken Church, South Georgia © T Mayr

DAYS 18–20 At sea.

DAY 21 The barren and windswept islands of the 

Falklands~Malvinas are true wildlife havens sheltering an 

impressive diversity of birdlife, including the largest black-browed 

albatross colony on earth.

DAY 22 At sea.

DAY 23 Disembark in Ushuaia.

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
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Antarctica Complete
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctic Circle, South Georgia, Falkland~Malvinas | 23 Days 

Experience unparalleled adventure and discovery on your ultimate 

Antarctic voyage. If you want to see it all, this is the trip for you.  

Be transported to enthralling subantarctic islands, rich with human 

history and unique wildlife. Then venture into the deep south 

of the Antarctic Peninsula, crossing the coveted Antarctic Circle. 

Zodiac-cruise in vast ice-covered landscapes, visit lively penguin 

colonies, watch for whales and hear tales of past explorers in this 

fascinating region.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Step ashore on the Antarctic continent to unforgettable 

vistas, majestic whales, swooping skuas and curious seals

• Raise a glass as you join an exclusive club of people to cross 

the Antarctic Circle  (conditions permitting)

• Marvel at the world’s largest king penguin colonies

• Hike along pebble beaches and climb tussock steps, with 

unexpected wildlife encounters at every turn

Kayaking through Antarctica © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 After a short sightseeing tour, embark in the afternoon. 

DAYS 3–4 Cross the Drake Passage. On the afternoon of Day 4 we 

hope to land in the South Shetland Islands.

DAYS 5–10 You will be mesmerised by the white continent. As 

you thread through pack ice and narrow channels, scenes of 

ice-clad mountains and abundant wildlife in its natural habitat 

will be etched into your memory for years to come. See penguins 

moulting and juveniles contemplating their first venture into the 

ocean. Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded bergs, watching 

for whale blows from humpbacks, minkes and orca. Kayakers – 

prepare for an unforgettable experience amid the ice. Raise a 

toast to mark the occasion as you join the privileged group of 

adventurers to cross 66° 33’ south, below the Antarctic Circle.

DAYS 11–12 At sea. 

DAYS 13–17 You will be captivated by South Georgia’s 

breathtaking scenes: jaw-dropping mountain landscapes and 

vast king penguin colonies. Zodiac-cruise through bays filled 

with playful fur seal pups and land on pebbly beaches to meet 

wallowing elephant seals. Learn of Shackleton’s epic voyage of 

survival, which ended with a dramatic traverse of South Georgia. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 23 Days 27 Dec 23 – 18 Jan 24 ACO004G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 23 Days 30 Jan 25 – 21 Feb 25 ACO005S Sail
 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Passengers in front of Grytviken Church, South Georgia © T Mayr

DAYS 18–20 At sea.

DAY 21 The barren and windswept islands of the 

Falklands~Malvinas are true wildlife havens sheltering an 

impressive diversity of birdlife, including the largest black-browed 

albatross colony on earth.

DAY 22 At sea.

DAY 23 Disembark in Ushuaia.

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-complete/
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South Georgia & Antarctic Odyssey featuring  
the South Sandwich Islands
Falklands~Malvinas, South Georgia, South Sandwich Islands | 24 Days
On this epic voyage, not only will you explore the famed white 

continent, enjoy two days discovering the Falkands~Malvinas and 

encounter the wildlife haven in South Georgia, you will also sail 

to the South Sandwich Islands, a chain of seldom-visited volcanic 

islands located 740 kilometres south-east of South Georgia. Simply 

reaching these wild, far-flung islands is an adventure in itself. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience the magnificent wildlife and hear tales of the 

fascinating history of South Georgia 

• Spend two days discovering the rich history and birdlife in the 

Falklands~Malvinas  

• Become one of the very few to reach the South Sandwich 

Islands – a corner of the world rarely visited by travellers

King penguins and a skua, South Georgia © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAYS 1–2 Enjoy a night in Ushuaia before sailing across the South 

Atlantic Ocean on Day 2, towards the Falklands~Malvinas.

DAY 3 Spot seabirds and learn about the local history and wildlife 

with presentations from our expert team.

DAYS 4–5 Discover the windswept coastlines and charismatic 

wildlife of the Falklands~Malvinas, home to Magellanic and 

rockhopper penguins, sea lions and fascinating history.

DAYS 6–7 Sea days are great for attending lectures, 

photographing seabirds or simply enjoying the onboard facilities. 

DAYS 8–11 Marvel at truly incredible scenes of enormous king 

penguin colonies, beach-bound fur seals jostling for space, and 

jaw-dropping mountain landscapes in South Georgia. 

DAYS 12–13 Reflect with new-found friends on your journey so far 

and learn about exciting destinations yet to come.

DAYS 14–15 Discover the wild and remote volcanic South 

Sandwich Islands, some of which are still active volcanoes. Simply 

reaching these islands is an adventure in itself. 

DAYS 16–17 Keep an eye out for your first iceberg and soaring 

seabirds as we sail towards the Antarctic Peninsula.

DAYS 18–21 Be mesmerised by the white continent. Experience 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 24 Days 19 Jan 24 – 11 Feb 24 SSI002S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Two elephant seals on the beach, South Sandwich Islands

Antarctica at its liveliest, with whales feeding, seals on the ice 

and penguin chicks feeding and growing rapidly. Zodiac-cruise 

amid iridescent grounded bergs, watching for whale blows 

from humpbacks, minkes and orcas. Kayakers – prepare for an 

unforgettable experience amid the ice. Take a deep breath and 

draw in some of the freshest air on earth.

DAYS 22–23 Enjoy a morning landing in Antarctica before 

commencing our crossing of the Drake Passage. Swap photos with 

your fellow expeditioners or simply relax after a busy and truly 

unforgettable voyage to the Antarctic.

DAY 24 After breakfast, bid farewell to new friends before 

disembarking in Ushuaia where your voyage ends.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
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South Georgia & Antarctic Odyssey featuring  
the South Sandwich Islands
Falklands~Malvinas, South Georgia, South Sandwich Islands | 24 Days
On this epic voyage, not only will you explore the famed white 

continent, enjoy two days discovering the Falkands~Malvinas and 

encounter the wildlife haven in South Georgia, you will also sail 

to the South Sandwich Islands, a chain of seldom-visited volcanic 

islands located 740 kilometres south-east of South Georgia. Simply 

reaching these wild, far-flung islands is an adventure in itself. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience the magnificent wildlife and hear tales of the 

fascinating history of South Georgia 

• Spend two days discovering the rich history and birdlife in the 

Falklands~Malvinas  

• Become one of the very few to reach the South Sandwich 

Islands – a corner of the world rarely visited by travellers

King penguins and a skua, South Georgia © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAYS 1–2 Enjoy a night in Ushuaia before sailing across the South 

Atlantic Ocean on Day 2, towards the Falklands~Malvinas.

DAY 3 Spot seabirds and learn about the local history and wildlife 

with presentations from our expert team.

DAYS 4–5 Discover the windswept coastlines and charismatic 

wildlife of the Falklands~Malvinas, home to Magellanic and 

rockhopper penguins, sea lions and fascinating history.

DAYS 6–7 Sea days are great for attending lectures, 

photographing seabirds or simply enjoying the onboard facilities. 

DAYS 8–11 Marvel at truly incredible scenes of enormous king 

penguin colonies, beach-bound fur seals jostling for space, and 

jaw-dropping mountain landscapes in South Georgia. 

DAYS 12–13 Reflect with new-found friends on your journey so far 

and learn about exciting destinations yet to come.

DAYS 14–15 Discover the wild and remote volcanic South 

Sandwich Islands, some of which are still active volcanoes. Simply 

reaching these islands is an adventure in itself. 

DAYS 16–17 Keep an eye out for your first iceberg and soaring 

seabirds as we sail towards the Antarctic Peninsula.

DAYS 18–21 Be mesmerised by the white continent. Experience 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 24 Days 19 Jan 24 – 11 Feb 24 SSI002S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Two elephant seals on the beach, South Sandwich Islands

Antarctica at its liveliest, with whales feeding, seals on the ice 

and penguin chicks feeding and growing rapidly. Zodiac-cruise 

amid iridescent grounded bergs, watching for whale blows 

from humpbacks, minkes and orcas. Kayakers – prepare for an 

unforgettable experience amid the ice. Take a deep breath and 

draw in some of the freshest air on earth.

DAYS 22–23 Enjoy a morning landing in Antarctica before 

commencing our crossing of the Drake Passage. Swap photos with 

your fellow expeditioners or simply relax after a busy and truly 

unforgettable voyage to the Antarctic.

DAY 24 After breakfast, bid farewell to new friends before 

disembarking in Ushuaia where your voyage ends.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/south-georgia-antarctic-south-sandwich-islands/
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Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctic Peninsula
Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas | 21 Days 

This epic voyage takes you on a journey beyond comparison, 

visiting enigmatic subantarctic islands and the Antarctic Peninsula. 

Similar to the South Georgia and Antarctic Odyssey, this trip 

features additional time in the Falklands~Malvinas to discover the 

fascinating history of the islands and encounter the spectacular 

birdlife found there. Delight in the presence of South Georgia’s 

king penguin colonies, some of the largest on earth. Immerse 

yourself in the serene grandeur of the Antarctic Peninsula as you 

embrace the true spirit of exploration and adventure.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Photograph nesting black-browed albatross and spot elusive 

macaroni penguins in the Falklands~Malvinas

• Watch as penguin couples take turns incubating their 

precious eggs

• Witness elephant seals in their natural habitat, including 

freshly weaned pups

• Soak up the rich history of the region with extra time in the 

Falklands~Malvinas 

Zodiac-cruising, Antarctica © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAY 3 At sea.

DAYS 4–5 Explore the windswept coastlines of the 

Falklands~Malvinas. This fascinating archipelago is home to 

Magellanic and rockhopper penguins, sea lions and the world’s 

largest black-browed albatross colonies. 

DAYS 6–7 At sea.

DAYS 8–11 In South Georgia, take a moment to contemplate the 

world’s largest king penguin colonies. Take care as you walk along 

bustling beaches, sharing the sand with fur seals, elephant seals 

and penguins. Photograph jaw-dropping landscapes and learn of 

Shackleton’s epic tale of survival.

DAYS 12–13 At sea.

DAYS 14–18 Over the next few days you will be mesmerised 

by Antarctica. Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded bergs, 

watching for whale blows from humpbacks, minkes and orca. Walk 

by plucky chinstrap and gentle gentoo penguins near bustling 

penguin colonies. 

DAYS 19–20 At sea.

DAY 21 Disembark in Ushuaia. 

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 15 Nov 23 – 05 Dec 23 FSP003G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 13 Mar 24 – 02 Apr 24 FSP004G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 24 Oct 24 – 13 Nov 24 FSP005S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 18 Dec 24 – 07 Jan 25 FSP006G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

King penguins preening, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © R I’Anson

Add Shackleton’s Crossing
Immerse yourself in the story of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s 

dramatic journey of survival by retracing his remarkable 

traverse of South Georgia. 

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Camping 

Shackleton’s 
Crossing

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
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Falklands, South Georgia & Antarctic Peninsula
Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas | 21 Days 

This epic voyage takes you on a journey beyond comparison, 

visiting enigmatic subantarctic islands and the Antarctic Peninsula. 

Similar to the South Georgia and Antarctic Odyssey, this trip 

features additional time in the Falklands~Malvinas to discover the 

fascinating history of the islands and encounter the spectacular 

birdlife found there. Delight in the presence of South Georgia’s 

king penguin colonies, some of the largest on earth. Immerse 

yourself in the serene grandeur of the Antarctic Peninsula as you 

embrace the true spirit of exploration and adventure.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Photograph nesting black-browed albatross and spot elusive 

macaroni penguins in the Falklands~Malvinas

• Watch as penguin couples take turns incubating their 

precious eggs

• Witness elephant seals in their natural habitat, including 

freshly weaned pups

• Soak up the rich history of the region with extra time in the 

Falklands~Malvinas 

Zodiac-cruising, Antarctica © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAY 3 At sea.

DAYS 4–5 Explore the windswept coastlines of the 

Falklands~Malvinas. This fascinating archipelago is home to 

Magellanic and rockhopper penguins, sea lions and the world’s 

largest black-browed albatross colonies. 

DAYS 6–7 At sea.

DAYS 8–11 In South Georgia, take a moment to contemplate the 

world’s largest king penguin colonies. Take care as you walk along 

bustling beaches, sharing the sand with fur seals, elephant seals 

and penguins. Photograph jaw-dropping landscapes and learn of 

Shackleton’s epic tale of survival.

DAYS 12–13 At sea.

DAYS 14–18 Over the next few days you will be mesmerised 

by Antarctica. Zodiac-cruise amid iridescent grounded bergs, 

watching for whale blows from humpbacks, minkes and orca. Walk 

by plucky chinstrap and gentle gentoo penguins near bustling 

penguin colonies. 

DAYS 19–20 At sea.

DAY 21 Disembark in Ushuaia. 

This voyage operates in both a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. Please 

refer to voyage Trip Notes for details. In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this 

itinerary is only a guide and is subject to change due to weather, sea and other 

conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 15 Nov 23 – 05 Dec 23 FSP003G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 13 Mar 24 – 02 Apr 24 FSP004G Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 24 Oct 24 – 13 Nov 24 FSP005S Sail

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 21 Days 18 Dec 24 – 07 Jan 25 FSP006G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

King penguins preening, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © R I’Anson

Add Shackleton’s Crossing
Immerse yourself in the story of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s 

dramatic journey of survival by retracing his remarkable 

traverse of South Georgia. 

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Snowshoeing

Camping 

Shackleton’s 
Crossing

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/falklands-south-georgia-antarctic-peninsula/
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Antarctic Explorer featuring the Chilean Fjords
Antarctic Peninsula & Chilean Fjords | 14 Days 

By late summer many adult penguins have returned to the sea, 

leaving their inquisitive fledglings to fend for themselves. Watch 

spellbound as they take their first tentative steps into the sea. On 

land, the summer melt reveals splashes of brilliantly coloured snow 

algae. Whales congregate in increasing numbers before migrating 

north for winter while skuas, terns and a suite of petrels wheel 

against a backdrop of spectacular sunsets as the days shorten and 

winter gradually approaches.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Observe extraordinary wildlife, including fledging penguin 

chicks

• Spot leopard seals on ice floes from our Zodiacs

• Zodiac-cruise in search of feeding and breaching whales

• Soar high over the Drake Passage from Punta Arenas

Gentoo penguins swimming, Antarctica © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Fly to King George Island for embarkation. 

DAYS 3–10 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes of 

the white continent. In this great wilderness, nature sets our pace. 

Changing weather and ice conditions make every trip truly unique. 

Cruise by spectacular ice cliffs and observe seals on ice, whales 

in their southern feeding grounds, and visit bustling penguin 

rookeries. Discover historical sites and other intriguing relics 

scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 11–12 Drake Passage.

DAY 13 (Chilean Fjords) Sail through fjords and channels flanked 

by majestic mountains discovered by European explorers over 

500 years ago. Keep a look out for seabirds and marine wildlife, 

including dolphins, sea lions and whales.

DAY 14 Disembark in Punta Arenas.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Punta 
Arenas

14 Days 01 Mar 25 – 14 Mar 25 AEP050S Fly/Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

A glacier, Chilean fjords © T Mayr

NEW

Add Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands
Ecuador is one of the most diverse and colourful regions of 

the planet and the pinnacle of its natural attractions is the 

Galápagos Islands. Picture yourself with a giant tortoise, kayak 

with sea lions or trek ancient lava flows dotted with iguanas.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
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Antarctic Explorer featuring the Chilean Fjords
Antarctic Peninsula & Chilean Fjords | 14 Days 

By late summer many adult penguins have returned to the sea, 

leaving their inquisitive fledglings to fend for themselves. Watch 

spellbound as they take their first tentative steps into the sea. On 

land, the summer melt reveals splashes of brilliantly coloured snow 

algae. Whales congregate in increasing numbers before migrating 

north for winter while skuas, terns and a suite of petrels wheel 

against a backdrop of spectacular sunsets as the days shorten and 

winter gradually approaches.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Observe extraordinary wildlife, including fledging penguin 

chicks

• Spot leopard seals on ice floes from our Zodiacs

• Zodiac-cruise in search of feeding and breaching whales

• Soar high over the Drake Passage from Punta Arenas

Gentoo penguins swimming, Antarctica © J Lafferty

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Fly to King George Island for embarkation. 

DAYS 3–10 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes of 

the white continent. In this great wilderness, nature sets our pace. 

Changing weather and ice conditions make every trip truly unique. 

Cruise by spectacular ice cliffs and observe seals on ice, whales 

in their southern feeding grounds, and visit bustling penguin 

rookeries. Discover historical sites and other intriguing relics 

scattered across the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 11–12 Drake Passage.

DAY 13 (Chilean Fjords) Sail through fjords and channels flanked 

by majestic mountains discovered by European explorers over 

500 years ago. Keep a look out for seabirds and marine wildlife, 

including dolphins, sea lions and whales.

DAY 14 Disembark in Punta Arenas.

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Punta 
Arenas

14 Days 01 Mar 25 – 14 Mar 25 AEP050S Fly/Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Scuba Diving

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

A glacier, Chilean fjords © T Mayr

NEW

Add Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands
Ecuador is one of the most diverse and colourful regions of 

the planet and the pinnacle of its natural attractions is the 

Galápagos Islands. Picture yourself with a giant tortoise, kayak 

with sea lions or trek ancient lava flows dotted with iguanas.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/antarctica-explorer-chilean-fjords/
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Spirit of Antarctica featuring the Chilean Fjords
Antarctic Peninsula & Chilean Fjords | 13 Days

As Antarctica laps up the last of the summer sun and the 

landscape bathes in dappled light, its inhabitants show no signs 

of slowing down. Sail across the famed Drake Passage to and 

from Antarctica, admiring spectacular seabirds and approaching 

the ice as the explorers of old did – by sea. With one eye on the 

sky, watching for skuas, terns or cormorant chicks, you will also 

need one eye on the water’s surface. This time of year is when 

humpback whales are peaking in numbers and when you may see 

penguin chicks heading out for their first swim.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Sail the Chilean Fjords, keeping watch for seabirds and marine 

wildlife, including dolphins, sea lions and whales

• In Zodiacs, explore quiet bays and coves while searching for 

wildlife and marvelling at dazzling icebergs

• Observe extraordinary wildlife including fast-growing 

penguin chicks leaving their nest and learning to swim

Chilean Fjords © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Punta Arenas. 

DAY 3 (Chilean Fjords) Sail through fjords and channels flanked 

by majestic mountains discovered by European explorers over 

500 years ago. Keep a look out for seabirds and marine wildlife, 

including dolphins, sea lions and migrating whales.

DAYS 4–5 Sail the Drake Passage.

DAYS 6–10 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes 

of Antarctica. In this great wilderness, nature sets the pace for 

our adventures. With constantly changing weather and sea ice 

conditions, each day’s activities offer an element of spontaneity 

and surprise. Our highly experienced Expedition Team will design 

each day’s adventures based on what nature throws at them. Pack 

a flexible attitude and enjoy the thrill of what each day brings. Sail 

past spectacular ice cliffs, hear the orchestra of the ice crack, hiss 

and pop, visit bustling penguin rookeries, observe seals on the ice 

and whales in their southern feeding grounds. Discover historical 

sites and other intriguing relics scattered across the Antarctic 

Peninsula

DAYS 11–12 Drake Passage. 

DAY 13 Disembark in Ushuaia. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 13 Mar 25 – 25 Mar 25 ANP173S Sail/Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

Scuba Diving

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Kayaking in Antarctica © T Mayr

Add Sea Kayaking
Joined by experienced guides, 

paddle past humpback whales, 

curious crabeater seals and 

marvel at iridescent icebergs 

from your own kayak. The 

exhilarating sense of freedom 

you will feel on a kayak will be 

one you will remember for a 

lifetime!

NEW

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
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Spirit of Antarctica featuring the Chilean Fjords
Antarctic Peninsula & Chilean Fjords | 13 Days

As Antarctica laps up the last of the summer sun and the 

landscape bathes in dappled light, its inhabitants show no signs 

of slowing down. Sail across the famed Drake Passage to and 

from Antarctica, admiring spectacular seabirds and approaching 

the ice as the explorers of old did – by sea. With one eye on the 

sky, watching for skuas, terns or cormorant chicks, you will also 

need one eye on the water’s surface. This time of year is when 

humpback whales are peaking in numbers and when you may see 

penguin chicks heading out for their first swim.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Sail the Chilean Fjords, keeping watch for seabirds and marine 

wildlife, including dolphins, sea lions and whales

• In Zodiacs, explore quiet bays and coves while searching for 

wildlife and marvelling at dazzling icebergs

• Observe extraordinary wildlife including fast-growing 

penguin chicks leaving their nest and learning to swim

Chilean Fjords © T Mayr

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2 Embark in Punta Arenas. 

DAY 3 (Chilean Fjords) Sail through fjords and channels flanked 

by majestic mountains discovered by European explorers over 

500 years ago. Keep a look out for seabirds and marine wildlife, 

including dolphins, sea lions and migrating whales.

DAYS 4–5 Sail the Drake Passage.

DAYS 6–10 Immerse yourself in the unforgettable landscapes 

of Antarctica. In this great wilderness, nature sets the pace for 

our adventures. With constantly changing weather and sea ice 

conditions, each day’s activities offer an element of spontaneity 

and surprise. Our highly experienced Expedition Team will design 

each day’s adventures based on what nature throws at them. Pack 

a flexible attitude and enjoy the thrill of what each day brings. Sail 

past spectacular ice cliffs, hear the orchestra of the ice crack, hiss 

and pop, visit bustling penguin rookeries, observe seals on the ice 

and whales in their southern feeding grounds. Discover historical 

sites and other intriguing relics scattered across the Antarctic 

Peninsula

DAYS 11–12 Drake Passage. 

DAY 13 Disembark in Ushuaia. 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Punta Arenas/Ushuaia 13 Days 13 Mar 25 – 25 Mar 25 ANP173S Sail/Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

Scuba Diving

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

Kayaking in Antarctica © T Mayr

Add Sea Kayaking
Joined by experienced guides, 

paddle past humpback whales, 

curious crabeater seals and 

marvel at iridescent icebergs 

from your own kayak. The 

exhilarating sense of freedom 

you will feel on a kayak will be 

one you will remember for a 

lifetime!

NEW

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/spirit-of-antarctica-chilean-fjords/
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Follow in the footsteps of ‘The Boss’ on this quintessential polar 

voyage, from the serene ice of the deep south to the subantarctic 

wildlife paradise of South Georgia. Experience the Antarctic 

Peninsula and set foot on the continent before making your way 

north to the spectacular Antarctic Sound, gateway to the Weddell 

Sea. Embrace the adventure as you voyage farther east, navigating 

as far as possible into the Weddell Sea, where Shackleton’s 

Endurance met its fate. From here set a course to Elephant Island, 

the desolate outpost where Shackleton and his men finally made 

landfall after 497 days at sea. On the final leg of your voyage, 

follow the course of the James Caird across the Scotia Sea to 

South Georgia, where Shackleton’s voyage reached its remarkable 

conclusion. 

Fur seals, South Georgia © J Lafferty

In Shackleton's Footsteps
Antarctic Peninsula, Weddell Sea & South Georgia | 20 Days

HIGHLIGHTS

• Learn about the fascinating history of Shackleton’s Endurance 

expedition, including the 2022 discovery of the shipwreck

• Marvel at enormous tabular icebergs that escape the Weddell 

Sea into the Antarctic Sound, also known as ‘Iceberg Alley’

• Hike from Fortuna Bay to Stromness, repeating the final leg of 

Shackleton’s remarkable traverse of South Georgia 
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Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

 King penguins gathering beside a glacial stream, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © R I’Anson

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1  Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2  Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4  Cross the Drake Passage to the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 5–7 In Antarctica, Zodiac-cruise along spectacular ice cliffs 

amid iridescent grounded icebergs, keeping watch for whales, 

seals and porpoising penguins. While ashore, wander along 

pebbly beaches or perhaps up snow-covered ridgelines. 

DAY 8 Continuing farther east, embrace the expedition spirit as 

you forge your way as far as possible into the Weddell Sea. The 

Weddell Sea is renowned for its breathtaking tabular icebergs 

and expansive sea ice, which attracts an abundance of wildlife, 

including crabeater seals, Weddell seals and an array of seabirds.

DAY 9 Today we set a course for Elephant Island, the lonely 

outpost where 22 of Shackleton’s men survived several winter 

months under the shelter of two upturned boats.

DAYS 10–11 Scotia Sea.

DAYS 12–16 As you approach South Georgia, jagged mountain 

peaks rise steeply, while seabirds are often spotted soaring around 

the ship. Marvel at some of the world’s largest king penguin 

colonies. Walk along beaches brimming with fur seals, elephant 

seals and curious penguins. Photograph jaw-dropping landscapes, 

embark on exhilarating hikes and learn about Shackleton’s epic 

tale of leadership and survival.  

DAYS 17–19 At sea.

DAY 20 Disembark in Ushuaia.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 20 Days 16 Mar 25 – 04 Apr 25 ASH001G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Did you know?
After a challenging search, polar history was made when  

the wreckage of Shackleton’s Endurance was discovered 

in the Weddell Sea, mostly intact, on 5 March 2022.  

Researchers aboard the polar research vessel S.A. Agulhas II  

were astonished to find the well-preserved vessel only 6.4 

kilometres (4 miles) south of the position calculated by 

Captain Worsley in 1915, when he last laid eyes on his ship.

NEW

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
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Follow in the footsteps of ‘The Boss’ on this quintessential polar 

voyage, from the serene ice of the deep south to the subantarctic 

wildlife paradise of South Georgia. Experience the Antarctic 

Peninsula and set foot on the continent before making your way 

north to the spectacular Antarctic Sound, gateway to the Weddell 

Sea. Embrace the adventure as you voyage farther east, navigating 

as far as possible into the Weddell Sea, where Shackleton’s 

Endurance met its fate. From here set a course to Elephant Island, 

the desolate outpost where Shackleton and his men finally made 

landfall after 497 days at sea. On the final leg of your voyage, 

follow the course of the James Caird across the Scotia Sea to 

South Georgia, where Shackleton’s voyage reached its remarkable 

conclusion. 

Fur seals, South Georgia © J Lafferty

In Shackleton's Footsteps
Antarctic Peninsula, Weddell Sea & South Georgia | 20 Days

HIGHLIGHTS

• Learn about the fascinating history of Shackleton’s Endurance 

expedition, including the 2022 discovery of the shipwreck

• Marvel at enormous tabular icebergs that escape the Weddell 

Sea into the Antarctic Sound, also known as ‘Iceberg Alley’

• Hike from Fortuna Bay to Stromness, repeating the final leg of 

Shackleton’s remarkable traverse of South Georgia 

ARGENTINAARGENTINA

King George
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Elephant
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CHILECHILE

ANTARCTIC
PENINSULA
ANTARCTIC
PENINSULA

South Shetland Islands

Antarctic Circle

Lemaire Channel Paradise BayParadise Bay
Port Lockroy Neko HarborNeko Harbor

South Orkney
Islands

South Orkney
Islands

South
Georgia

South
Georgia

South Georgia

Newark Bay
King Haakon Bay

Gold Harbour

St Andrews
Bay

Stromness
Grytviken

Bird Island

UshuaiaUshuaia

Beagle Channel

Bellingshausen Sea

Drake Passage

Weddell Sea

Scotia Sea

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Polar Plunge

Birdwatching

Historical Sites

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

Snorkelling

Paddling

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost.

 King penguins gathering beside a glacial stream, Salisbury Plain, South Georgia © R I’Anson

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1  Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. 

DAY 2  Embark in Ushuaia. 

DAYS 3–4  Cross the Drake Passage to the Antarctic Peninsula. 

DAYS 5–7 In Antarctica, Zodiac-cruise along spectacular ice cliffs 

amid iridescent grounded icebergs, keeping watch for whales, 

seals and porpoising penguins. While ashore, wander along 

pebbly beaches or perhaps up snow-covered ridgelines. 

DAY 8 Continuing farther east, embrace the expedition spirit as 

you forge your way as far as possible into the Weddell Sea. The 

Weddell Sea is renowned for its breathtaking tabular icebergs 

and expansive sea ice, which attracts an abundance of wildlife, 

including crabeater seals, Weddell seals and an array of seabirds.

DAY 9 Today we set a course for Elephant Island, the lonely 

outpost where 22 of Shackleton’s men survived several winter 

months under the shelter of two upturned boats.

DAYS 10–11 Scotia Sea.

DAYS 12–16 As you approach South Georgia, jagged mountain 

peaks rise steeply, while seabirds are often spotted soaring around 

the ship. Marvel at some of the world’s largest king penguin 

colonies. Walk along beaches brimming with fur seals, elephant 

seals and curious penguins. Photograph jaw-dropping landscapes, 

embark on exhilarating hikes and learn about Shackleton’s epic 

tale of leadership and survival.  

DAYS 17–19 At sea.

DAY 20 Disembark in Ushuaia.

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Ushuaia 20 Days 16 Mar 25 – 04 Apr 25 ASH001G Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Did you know?
After a challenging search, polar history was made when  

the wreckage of Shackleton’s Endurance was discovered 

in the Weddell Sea, mostly intact, on 5 March 2022.  

Researchers aboard the polar research vessel S.A. Agulhas II  

were astonished to find the well-preserved vessel only 6.4 

kilometres (4 miles) south of the position calculated by 

Captain Worsley in 1915, when he last laid eyes on his ship.

NEW

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/in-shackleton-footsteps/
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ARGENTINAARGENTINACHILECHILE

Ushuaia

Cape Horn

Puerto Natales

Puerto Eden

Corcovado National Park

Puerto Montt

Castro

PIO XI glacier

Torres del Paine 
National Park

South Atlantic Ocean

South Paci�c Ocean

Patagonia & Chilean Fjords
Patagonia & Southern Chile | 15 Days
Head south to legendary Cape Horn before sailing the Beagle 

Channel, and hear tales of early European exploration of the 

region. Marvel at the snow-covered Andean peaks of rugged 

Patagonia, enjoy Zodiac excursions through fjords flanked by 

glaciers and watch as the captain skilfully navigates narrow 

channels. Keep watch for the tail flukes or blows of humpbacks 

and blue whales that pass through the area, and spend two full 

days trekking in magnificent Torres del Paine National Park. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Search for marine wildlife in and around the waters of  

Francisco Coloane Marine Park, declared in 2003 as Chile’s first 

protected marine zone

• Marvel at the dramatic landscape along a dazzling stretch of 

the  famous Beagle Channel, called Glacier Alley

• Enjoy two days hiking and exploring Torres del Paine National  

Park, renowned for its majestic granite towers and jaw-

dropping landscapes 

Guanacos grazing, Patagonia © L Cataldi

EXPEDITION

Itinerary Overview
DAYS 1–2 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. Enjoy a city 

tour before embarkation in the late afternoon. 

DAY 3 Sail to Cape Horn, and perhaps enjoy a landing. 

DAYS 4–5 Slow-cruise the legendary Beagle Channel, soaking in 

breathtaking scenery along Glacier Alley and in hidden fjords. 

DAY 6 Zodiac-cruise the wildlife-rich waters of Francisco Coloane 

Marine Park, enjoying the scenery while keeping watch for marine 

birds, dolphins and hopefully, whales. 

DAY 7 Be out on deck to watch the captain skilfully navigate Kirke 

Narrows to reach Puerto Natales.

DAYS 8–9 Spend two days exploring and hiking in Torres del Paine 

National Park, renowned for its majestic granite towers, jaw-

dropping landscape and unique wildlife. Enjoy an overnight hotel 

stay away from the ship.

DAYS 10–11 Your experienced captain continues to navigate our 

vessel through more channels during periods of slack water. We 

sail to a number of glaciers, including Pío XI, which is not only 

one of the most spectacular, but also one of the only glaciers in 

Patagonia that is advancing rather than receding. We call into a 

number of tiny coastal hamlets to meet locals who otherwise live 

an isolated existence from the rest of Chile. Stroll along wooden 

walkways that connect local communities and perhaps purchase 

some local handicrafts. 

DAY 12 From the comfort of your private balcony or on one of the 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Puerto Montt 15 Days 5 Apr 24 – 19 Apr 24 PCF002S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Birdwatching

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost. 

Chilean Fjords © T Mayr

many observation areas on board, enjoy the spectacular scenery 

as we sail through the fjords and channels of northern Patagonia 

before reaching Moraleda Channel with views of the Melimoyu 

volcano looming on the horizon.  

DAY 13 Spend time exploring the coastline of Tic-Toc Bay, an area  

renowned for the seasonal presence of blue whales and other 

species of cetaceans, marine mammals and seabirds. 

DAY 14 Discover the charms of Castro, the capital of Chiloé 

Province, before visiting the World Heritage churches of the 

region.

DAY 15 Disembark in Puerto Montt, capital of Chile’s Lake District, 

surrounded by volcanoes, where you can extend your stay or 

continue your onward journey with a transfer to the airport. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
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Patagonia & Chilean Fjords
Patagonia & Southern Chile | 15 Days
Head south to legendary Cape Horn before sailing the Beagle 

Channel, and hear tales of early European exploration of the 

region. Marvel at the snow-covered Andean peaks of rugged 

Patagonia, enjoy Zodiac excursions through fjords flanked by 

glaciers and watch as the captain skilfully navigates narrow 

channels. Keep watch for the tail flukes or blows of humpbacks 

and blue whales that pass through the area, and spend two full 

days trekking in magnificent Torres del Paine National Park. 

HIGHLIGHTS

• Search for marine wildlife in and around the waters of  

Francisco Coloane Marine Park, declared in 2003 as Chile’s first 

protected marine zone

• Marvel at the dramatic landscape along a dazzling stretch of 

the  famous Beagle Channel, called Glacier Alley

• Enjoy two days hiking and exploring Torres del Paine National  

Park, renowned for its majestic granite towers and jaw-

dropping landscapes 

Guanacos grazing, Patagonia © L Cataldi

EXPEDITION

Itinerary Overview
DAYS 1–2 Arrive in Ushuaia and transfer to your hotel. Enjoy a city 

tour before embarkation in the late afternoon. 

DAY 3 Sail to Cape Horn, and perhaps enjoy a landing. 

DAYS 4–5 Slow-cruise the legendary Beagle Channel, soaking in 

breathtaking scenery along Glacier Alley and in hidden fjords. 

DAY 6 Zodiac-cruise the wildlife-rich waters of Francisco Coloane 

Marine Park, enjoying the scenery while keeping watch for marine 

birds, dolphins and hopefully, whales. 

DAY 7 Be out on deck to watch the captain skilfully navigate Kirke 

Narrows to reach Puerto Natales.

DAYS 8–9 Spend two days exploring and hiking in Torres del Paine 

National Park, renowned for its majestic granite towers, jaw-

dropping landscape and unique wildlife. Enjoy an overnight hotel 

stay away from the ship.

DAYS 10–11 Your experienced captain continues to navigate our 

vessel through more channels during periods of slack water. We 

sail to a number of glaciers, including Pío XI, which is not only 

one of the most spectacular, but also one of the only glaciers in 

Patagonia that is advancing rather than receding. We call into a 

number of tiny coastal hamlets to meet locals who otherwise live 

an isolated existence from the rest of Chile. Stroll along wooden 

walkways that connect local communities and perhaps purchase 

some local handicrafts. 

DAY 12 From the comfort of your private balcony or on one of the 

Dates 
Start/Finish Duration Dates Voyage  

Code
Type of 
Voyage

Ushuaia/Puerto Montt 15 Days 5 Apr 24 – 19 Apr 24 PCF002S Sail

 
Voyage Codes: G = Greg Mortimer  |  S = Sylvia Earle

Included Activities

  Zodiac Cruises

Walks & Hikes

Photography

Expert Lectures 

Birdwatching

Optional Activities*

Sea Kayaking

*Optional activities available 
on select voyages, at 
additional cost. 

Chilean Fjords © T Mayr

many observation areas on board, enjoy the spectacular scenery 

as we sail through the fjords and channels of northern Patagonia 

before reaching Moraleda Channel with views of the Melimoyu 

volcano looming on the horizon.  

DAY 13 Spend time exploring the coastline of Tic-Toc Bay, an area  

renowned for the seasonal presence of blue whales and other 

species of cetaceans, marine mammals and seabirds. 

DAY 14 Discover the charms of Castro, the capital of Chiloé 

Province, before visiting the World Heritage churches of the 

region.

DAY 15 Disembark in Puerto Montt, capital of Chile’s Lake District, 

surrounded by volcanoes, where you can extend your stay or 

continue your onward journey with a transfer to the airport. 

In the genuine spirit of expedition travel, this itinerary is only a guide and is subject 

to change due to weather, sea and other conditions beyond our control. 

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
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Puerto Natales

El Chalten

El Calafate

Torres del Paine 
National Park

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in El Calafate. 

DAY 2 Visit Perito Moreno Glacier and drive to El Chalten. 

DAYS 3-4 (Los Glaciares National Park) Hike around the dramatic 

granite spires of Fitz Roy and Cerro Torre. Crystal-clear streams 

carve through beautiful valleys, home to a diversity of birdlife. 

DAY 5 Drive across the Pampas to Puerto Natales. 

DAY 6 Travel by boat on the Seno Última Esperanza (Last Hope 

Sound) and stop at the Balmaceda Glacier. Then Zodiac up the 

Serrano River towards Torres del Paine National Park. 

DAYS 7–8 (Torres del Paine National Park) Hike awe-inspiring 

trails in this wildlife-rich, world-renowned alpine region.

DAY 9 Take in grand views of the Andes en route to Punta Arenas.

DAY 10 Depart Punta Arenas.

This trek operates in a reverse direction and also El Calafate roundtrip. Please refer to 

trek Trip Notes for details. You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Patagonia Discovery Trek
Los Glaciares & Torres del Paine | 10 Days
Discover the vast Patagonian wilderness on this unique guided 

walking trip, taking in two of Patagonia’s most iconic national 

parks and the famed Perito Moreno Glacier. Hike rugged trails 

overlooking iridescent blue glacial lakes, as Andean condors soar 

overhead among the towering ice-capped peaks. 

2 Some difficult terrain. Multiple consecutive 5+ hour 

hiking days. Use of support vehicle for luggage. Good 

fitness, health and hiking experience necessary.

Trek Grade

Dates
Duration Dates Type of Voyage

10 days

Our treks operate on selected dates  
October-March

Please see price list for full details.
Trek

Torres del Paine National Park, Chile

ARGENTINAARGENTINACHILECHILE

Punta Arenas

Puerto Natales

Seno Última Esperanza

El Chalten

El Calafate

Torres del Paine 
National Park

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas. 

DAY 2 Drive across the Pampas to Puerto Natales.

DAY 3 Travel by boat on the Seno Última Esperanza (Last Hope 

Sound) and stop at the Balmaceda Glacier. Then Zodiac up the 

Serrano River towards Torres del Paine National Park. 

DAY 4 Trek the spectacular Lazo-Weber trail.

DAYS 5–8 (Torres del Paine National Park) Hike the famous  

W Trail to the base of the impressive Torres del Paine. Some of the 

local wildlife include guanacos, flamingos and the elusive puma! 

DAY 9 Take in grand views of the Andes, en route to Punta Arenas.

DAY 10 Depart Punta Arenas.

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Torres del Paine Explorer
Torres del Paine | 10 Days
Immerse yourself in the treasures of Chilean Patagonia. Discover 

the dramatic alpine scenery and fascinating wildlife of the Torres 

del Paine National Park with four full days of hiking with your local 

guide. Ascend through the Ascencio Valley along the renowned 

W Trek and take in the stunning views on the lesser known Lazo-

Weber trail. Keep your eyes peeled for Andean condors, rheas, 

flamingos and guanacos.

2 Some difficult terrain. Multiple consecutive 5+ hour 

hiking days. Use of support vehicle for luggage. Good 

fitness, health and hiking experience necessary.

Trek Grade

Dates
Duration Dates Type of Voyage

10 days

Our treks operate on selected dates  
January–March

Please see price list for full details.
Trek

Perito Moreno, Patagonia, Chile

HIGHLIGHTS

• Take a stunning Zodiac cruise along Chile’s Serrano River

• Be mesmerised by azure lakes and vibrant alpine tarns

• Enjoy close encounters with resident guanacos

• Trek to ice-capped Cerro Torre and Fitz Roy

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience the exquisite Ascencio Valley on the W Trek, up to 

the soaring granite Towers of Paine

• Trek beautiful trails in the French Valley and Villa Serrano

• Be mesmerised by azure lakes and vibrant alpine tarns

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/trekking/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/trekking/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/torres-del-paine-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/torres-del-paine-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
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National Park

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in El Calafate. 

DAY 2 Visit Perito Moreno Glacier and drive to El Chalten. 

DAYS 3-4 (Los Glaciares National Park) Hike around the dramatic 

granite spires of Fitz Roy and Cerro Torre. Crystal-clear streams 

carve through beautiful valleys, home to a diversity of birdlife. 

DAY 5 Drive across the Pampas to Puerto Natales. 

DAY 6 Travel by boat on the Seno Última Esperanza (Last Hope 

Sound) and stop at the Balmaceda Glacier. Then Zodiac up the 

Serrano River towards Torres del Paine National Park. 

DAYS 7–8 (Torres del Paine National Park) Hike awe-inspiring 

trails in this wildlife-rich, world-renowned alpine region.

DAY 9 Take in grand views of the Andes en route to Punta Arenas.

DAY 10 Depart Punta Arenas.

This trek operates in a reverse direction and also El Calafate roundtrip. Please refer to 

trek Trip Notes for details. You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Patagonia Discovery Trek
Los Glaciares & Torres del Paine | 10 Days
Discover the vast Patagonian wilderness on this unique guided 

walking trip, taking in two of Patagonia’s most iconic national 

parks and the famed Perito Moreno Glacier. Hike rugged trails 

overlooking iridescent blue glacial lakes, as Andean condors soar 

overhead among the towering ice-capped peaks. 

2 Some difficult terrain. Multiple consecutive 5+ hour 

hiking days. Use of support vehicle for luggage. Good 

fitness, health and hiking experience necessary.

Trek Grade

Dates
Duration Dates Type of Voyage

10 days

Our treks operate on selected dates  
October-March

Please see price list for full details.
Trek

Torres del Paine National Park, Chile

ARGENTINAARGENTINACHILECHILE

Punta Arenas

Puerto Natales

Seno Última Esperanza

El Chalten

El Calafate

Torres del Paine 
National Park

Itinerary Overview
DAY 1 Arrive in Punta Arenas. 

DAY 2 Drive across the Pampas to Puerto Natales.

DAY 3 Travel by boat on the Seno Última Esperanza (Last Hope 

Sound) and stop at the Balmaceda Glacier. Then Zodiac up the 

Serrano River towards Torres del Paine National Park. 

DAY 4 Trek the spectacular Lazo-Weber trail.

DAYS 5–8 (Torres del Paine National Park) Hike the famous  

W Trail to the base of the impressive Torres del Paine. Some of the 

local wildlife include guanacos, flamingos and the elusive puma! 

DAY 9 Take in grand views of the Andes, en route to Punta Arenas.

DAY 10 Depart Punta Arenas.

You can view the full itinerary on our website.

Torres del Paine Explorer
Torres del Paine | 10 Days
Immerse yourself in the treasures of Chilean Patagonia. Discover 

the dramatic alpine scenery and fascinating wildlife of the Torres 

del Paine National Park with four full days of hiking with your local 

guide. Ascend through the Ascencio Valley along the renowned 

W Trek and take in the stunning views on the lesser known Lazo-

Weber trail. Keep your eyes peeled for Andean condors, rheas, 

flamingos and guanacos.

2 Some difficult terrain. Multiple consecutive 5+ hour 

hiking days. Use of support vehicle for luggage. Good 

fitness, health and hiking experience necessary.

Trek Grade

Dates
Duration Dates Type of Voyage

10 days

Our treks operate on selected dates  
January–March

Please see price list for full details.
Trek

Perito Moreno, Patagonia, Chile

HIGHLIGHTS

• Take a stunning Zodiac cruise along Chile’s Serrano River

• Be mesmerised by azure lakes and vibrant alpine tarns

• Enjoy close encounters with resident guanacos

• Trek to ice-capped Cerro Torre and Fitz Roy

HIGHLIGHTS

• Experience the exquisite Ascencio Valley on the W Trek, up to 

the soaring granite Towers of Paine

• Trek beautiful trails in the French Valley and Villa Serrano

• Be mesmerised by azure lakes and vibrant alpine tarns

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/trekking/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/trekking/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/torres-del-paine-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/torres-del-paine-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/expedition/patagonia-and-chilean-fjords/?code=PCF002S
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Extend 
Your 
Adventure
Our diverse range of extension packages allow you to really immerse yourself in the 
culture of your destination and provides more time to explore the local sights and 
sounds. Available in every region, they are the perfect opportunity to extend your 
adventure. Visit historical ruins, dine on irresistible local delicacies, stroll cobblestone 
streets, and take in the magnificent vistas and picturesque landscapes around you.

80 Beautiful, colourful volcanic mountains in Iceland 81

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
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https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
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Buenos Aires & Iguazu 
Falls Explorer
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Combining metropolitan culture with dazzling nature, this is an 

ideal stopover before or after your Antarctic voyage. Argentina’s 

capital is synonymous with tango, football fever, world-class 

cuisine, and political passion. Iguazu Falls is an extraordinary 

natural wonder that you must experience.

Santiago & Valparaiso 
Explorer
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
In a valley surrounded by the Andes, Santiago is an easy stopover 

that offers superb scenery and local cuisine. In Valparaiso, a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site, explore the vineyards and behold the 

creative energy of vibrant street art, and panoramic views of the 

Pacific Ocean.

Extend Your Adventure in 
Latin America
From the vibrant cities of Santiago and Buenos Aires to the spectacular natural wonders of Iguazu Falls and 

the Galápagos Islands, Latin America offers something for everyone. Dazzling natural beauty, diverse cultures, 

rich traditions, fascinating colonial history and tantalising cuisine are only a few of the many experiences you 

will encounter in this region. Visit the website for the pricing.

Discovering the Incas
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Begin in Lima, the capital of Peru. Though its colonial centre is 

preserved, Lima is a bustling modern metropolis and one of 

Latin America’s largest cities. Fly to Cusco, gateway to Machu 

Picchu, once capital of the Inca Empire and now known for its 

archaeological remains and Spanish colonial architecture. Follow 

the trail of the Incas to the Sacred Valley and breathtaking Machu 

Picchu. 

Peru Uncovered
+ 8 Days, 7 Nights
Peru is a mecca for archaeologists and researchers who continue 

to uncover over 20,000 years of Peruvian history. Peru is one of the 

most geo-diverse locations on the planet and a place where the 

locals transform produce into gastronomic masterpieces for you to 

enjoy. Sample the delights in Lima and Cusco before discovering 

Machu Picchu, the Lost City of the Incas.

Patagonia EcoCamp
+ 5 Days, 4 Nights
Uniquely Patagonian, the Cascada EcoCamp offers an 

environmentally friendly way to experience nature in comfort. 

Spend your days exploring Torres del Paine National Park through 

various short walks or a drive through the park, showcasing 

views of Lake Nordenskjöld and Lake Pehoe, and take a delightful 

evening cruise across glacial Grey Lake. 

Atacama Desert 
Adventure
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
The Atacama Desert is the driest desert in the world. Customise 

your itinerary from a selection of activities that best suit your 

needs. From Valle de la Luna (Moon Valley) to salt flats where 

flamingos roam, or a geothermal field of steaming geysers, the 

choice is yours. 

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/buenos-aires-iguazu-falls-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/santiago-valparaiso-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/santiago-valparaiso-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/buenos-aires-iguazu-falls-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/discovering-the-incas/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/peru-uncovered/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/patagonia-eco-camp/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/atacama-desert-adventure/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/atacama-desert-adventure/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/peru-uncovered/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/patagonia-eco-camp/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/discovering-the-incas/
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Buenos Aires & Iguazu 
Falls Explorer
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Combining metropolitan culture with dazzling nature, this is an 

ideal stopover before or after your Antarctic voyage. Argentina’s 

capital is synonymous with tango, football fever, world-class 

cuisine, and political passion. Iguazu Falls is an extraordinary 

natural wonder that you must experience.

Santiago & Valparaiso 
Explorer
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
In a valley surrounded by the Andes, Santiago is an easy stopover 

that offers superb scenery and local cuisine. In Valparaiso, a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site, explore the vineyards and behold the 

creative energy of vibrant street art, and panoramic views of the 

Pacific Ocean.

Extend Your Adventure in 
Latin America
From the vibrant cities of Santiago and Buenos Aires to the spectacular natural wonders of Iguazu Falls and 

the Galápagos Islands, Latin America offers something for everyone. Dazzling natural beauty, diverse cultures, 

rich traditions, fascinating colonial history and tantalising cuisine are only a few of the many experiences you 

will encounter in this region. Visit the website for the pricing.

Discovering the Incas
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Begin in Lima, the capital of Peru. Though its colonial centre is 

preserved, Lima is a bustling modern metropolis and one of 

Latin America’s largest cities. Fly to Cusco, gateway to Machu 

Picchu, once capital of the Inca Empire and now known for its 

archaeological remains and Spanish colonial architecture. Follow 

the trail of the Incas to the Sacred Valley and breathtaking Machu 

Picchu. 

Peru Uncovered
+ 8 Days, 7 Nights
Peru is a mecca for archaeologists and researchers who continue 

to uncover over 20,000 years of Peruvian history. Peru is one of the 

most geo-diverse locations on the planet and a place where the 

locals transform produce into gastronomic masterpieces for you to 

enjoy. Sample the delights in Lima and Cusco before discovering 

Machu Picchu, the Lost City of the Incas.

Patagonia EcoCamp
+ 5 Days, 4 Nights
Uniquely Patagonian, the Cascada EcoCamp offers an 

environmentally friendly way to experience nature in comfort. 

Spend your days exploring Torres del Paine National Park through 

various short walks or a drive through the park, showcasing 

views of Lake Nordenskjöld and Lake Pehoe, and take a delightful 

evening cruise across glacial Grey Lake. 

Atacama Desert 
Adventure
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
The Atacama Desert is the driest desert in the world. Customise 

your itinerary from a selection of activities that best suit your 

needs. From Valle de la Luna (Moon Valley) to salt flats where 

flamingos roam, or a geothermal field of steaming geysers, the 

choice is yours. 

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/buenos-aires-iguazu-falls-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/santiago-valparaiso-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/destination/extension-tours/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/santiago-valparaiso-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/buenos-aires-iguazu-falls-explorer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/discovering-the-incas/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/peru-uncovered/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/patagonia-eco-camp/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/atacama-desert-adventure/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/atacama-desert-adventure/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/peru-uncovered/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/patagonia-eco-camp/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/discovering-the-incas/
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Amazon Cruise
+ 5 Days, 4 Nights Aboard Delfin 
Aboard a boutique Delfin vessel, discover the rich rainforest 

ecosystem of the Amazon. Spanning more than two million 

hectares, the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve is the largest 

protected flooded forest in the world.  Spot incredible wildlife from 

the comfort of your vessel or explore ashore on a number of soft-

adventure excursions.

Monteverde and Arenal
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Look for quetzals in the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve, one 

of the most biodiverse tropical cloud forests in the world. On a 

garden walk, encounter colourful butterflies, or take a boat ride on 

Lake Arenal, which offers incredible views of Arenal Volcano, and 

afterwards soak your weary muscles in natural hot springs.

Ecuador’s Galápagos 
Islands
+ 7 Days, 6 Nights Aboard La Pinta
Picture yourself snorkelling or kayaking among sea lions, spotting 

a giant tortoise or trekking across ancient lava flows dotted with 

iguanas. On a small-ship Galápagos Island tour, explore one of the 

planet’s unique places and home to wildlife found nowhere else on 

earth.

Easter Island
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
Discover the monumental stone statues and an array of natural 

attractions on the most remote island on earth. A UNESCO World 

Heritage Site and national park, Easter Island is famed for its 

remarkable archaeological relics.

Ushuaia City Stay
+ 2 Days, 1 Night
The most southerly city in the world and the main gateway to the 

Antarctic, Ushuaia is an ideal place to extend your stay. Visit Tierra 

del Fuego National Park, where lakes, lagoons and rivers flow into 

the Beagle Channel. Hike from Roca Lake to Lapataia Bay with 

views of Cóndor Mountain along the way. 

Taste of San José
+ 3 Days, 2 Nights
Costa Rica, meaning ‘rich coast’, is blessed with abundant nature, 

pristine beaches, immense biodiversity and welcoming people. 

When booking this city stay add-on, we give you a range of 

options to explore San José. Choose from walking tours to bike 

tours, visits to the historical towns of Cartago or Grecia, and 

opportunities to sample tasty food and coffee! 

Taste of Buenos Aires
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
Located on the banks of the Rio de la Plata, Buenos Aires is one 

of the largest cosmopolitan cities in Latin America, a major world 

port and Argentina’s commercial and social centre. Buenos Aires 

is graced with elegant European architecture and a renowned 

cultural scene, including world-class street art, iconic tango, and 

superb wine and cuisine.

Taste of Santiago
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
A major gateway to South America and popular stopover city, 

Chile’s capital offers spectacular views of the high Andean peaks 

to the east. Visit the main attractions and important cultural, 

cosmopolitan and artistic sights on a full-day guided cultural tour. 

Sample some of the culinary delights and specialties the region 

has to offer.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/amazon-cruise/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/monteverde-and-arenal/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ecuador-galapagos-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/easter-island/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/easter-island/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/monteverde-and-arenal/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ecuador-galapagos-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/amazon-cruise/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ushuaia-city-stay/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-san-jose/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-buenos-aires/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-santiago/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-san-jose/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ushuaia-city-stay/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-buenos-aires/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-santiago/
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Amazon Cruise
+ 5 Days, 4 Nights Aboard Delfin 
Aboard a boutique Delfin vessel, discover the rich rainforest 

ecosystem of the Amazon. Spanning more than two million 

hectares, the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve is the largest 

protected flooded forest in the world.  Spot incredible wildlife from 

the comfort of your vessel or explore ashore on a number of soft-

adventure excursions.

Monteverde and Arenal
+ 6 Days, 5 Nights
Look for quetzals in the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve, one 

of the most biodiverse tropical cloud forests in the world. On a 

garden walk, encounter colourful butterflies, or take a boat ride on 

Lake Arenal, which offers incredible views of Arenal Volcano, and 

afterwards soak your weary muscles in natural hot springs.

Ecuador’s Galápagos 
Islands
+ 7 Days, 6 Nights Aboard La Pinta
Picture yourself snorkelling or kayaking among sea lions, spotting 

a giant tortoise or trekking across ancient lava flows dotted with 

iguanas. On a small-ship Galápagos Island tour, explore one of the 

planet’s unique places and home to wildlife found nowhere else on 

earth.

Easter Island
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
Discover the monumental stone statues and an array of natural 

attractions on the most remote island on earth. A UNESCO World 

Heritage Site and national park, Easter Island is famed for its 

remarkable archaeological relics.

Ushuaia City Stay
+ 2 Days, 1 Night
The most southerly city in the world and the main gateway to the 

Antarctic, Ushuaia is an ideal place to extend your stay. Visit Tierra 

del Fuego National Park, where lakes, lagoons and rivers flow into 

the Beagle Channel. Hike from Roca Lake to Lapataia Bay with 

views of Cóndor Mountain along the way. 

Taste of San José
+ 3 Days, 2 Nights
Costa Rica, meaning ‘rich coast’, is blessed with abundant nature, 

pristine beaches, immense biodiversity and welcoming people. 

When booking this city stay add-on, we give you a range of 

options to explore San José. Choose from walking tours to bike 

tours, visits to the historical towns of Cartago or Grecia, and 

opportunities to sample tasty food and coffee! 

Taste of Buenos Aires
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
Located on the banks of the Rio de la Plata, Buenos Aires is one 

of the largest cosmopolitan cities in Latin America, a major world 

port and Argentina’s commercial and social centre. Buenos Aires 

is graced with elegant European architecture and a renowned 

cultural scene, including world-class street art, iconic tango, and 

superb wine and cuisine.

Taste of Santiago
+ 4 Days, 3 Nights
A major gateway to South America and popular stopover city, 

Chile’s capital offers spectacular views of the high Andean peaks 

to the east. Visit the main attractions and important cultural, 

cosmopolitan and artistic sights on a full-day guided cultural tour. 

Sample some of the culinary delights and specialties the region 

has to offer.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/amazon-cruise/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/monteverde-and-arenal/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ecuador-galapagos-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/easter-island/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/easter-island/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/monteverde-and-arenal/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ecuador-galapagos-islands/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/amazon-cruise/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ushuaia-city-stay/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-san-jose/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-buenos-aires/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-santiago/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-san-jose/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/ushuaia-city-stay/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-buenos-aires/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/tour/taste-of-santiago/
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2425

Stateroom Category
Aurora Stateroom Triple

Aurora Stateroom Twin

Balcony Stateroom – C

Balcony Stateroom – B

Balcony Stateroom – A

Balcony Stateroom Superior  
(formerly Balcony Suite)

Junior Suite 

Captain’s Suite

Ship Features
1 Change room/mudroom

2 Zodiac-loading platforms

3 Activity launching platform

4 Lecture room & lounge

5 Assembly station

6 Reception

7 Ship shop

8 Dining room

9 Optional private dining room#

10 Library

11 Gym

12 Wellness centre/sauna

13 Sun deck

14 Observation lounge

15 Top deck

16 Bars

17 Viewing platforms

18 Hydraulic viewing platforms

19 Observation decks 

20 Jacuzzis 

21 Medical clinic

22 Elevator

23 Bridge

24 Main entrance

25 Expedition desk

Disability accessible 

staterooms

n Connecting staterooms and suites 

^ Expedition Team staterooms on selected  
voyages 

# Open at the discretion of the Hotel  
 Manager on selected voyages 

Deck plan is subject to change. 

The Greg Mortimer 
Deck Plan 

Deck 8

Deck 7

Deck 6

Deck 5

Deck 4

Deck 3

Staterooms & Suites Layout 
– Greg Mortimer

Junior Suite

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 38.9m2 

(418.71ft2), balcony, bathroom 

and lounge.

Captain's Suite

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 44.5m2 

(478.99ft2), balcony, bathroom 

and lounge.

Aurora Stateroom Twin

Stateroom 15.8m2–22.8m2  

(170ft2–245.41ft2), porthole 

and bathroom. 

Aurora Stateroom Triple

Stateroom 21.4m2–22.8m2 

(230.34ft2–245.41ft2), 

porthole and bathroom. 

Balcony Stateroom 

Superior 

(Formerly Balcony Suite)

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 

30.5m2– 40.2m2 (303.54ft2– 

432.70ft2) balcony and 

bathroom.

Balcony Stateroom

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 

20.9m2–31.3m2 (224.96ft2–

301.39ft2), balcony and 

bathroom. For stateroom 

sizes in categories A, B and 

C, please contact us.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/greg-mortimer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/greg-mortimer/
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Stateroom Category
Aurora Stateroom Triple

Aurora Stateroom Twin

Balcony Stateroom – C

Balcony Stateroom – B

Balcony Stateroom – A

Balcony Stateroom Superior  
(formerly Balcony Suite)

Junior Suite 

Captain’s Suite

Ship Features
1 Change room/mudroom

2 Zodiac-loading platforms

3 Activity launching platform

4 Lecture room & lounge

5 Assembly station

6 Reception

7 Ship shop

8 Dining room

9 Optional private dining room#

10 Library

11 Gym

12 Wellness centre/sauna

13 Sun deck

14 Observation lounge

15 Top deck

16 Bars

17 Viewing platforms

18 Hydraulic viewing platforms

19 Observation decks 

20 Jacuzzis 

21 Medical clinic

22 Elevator

23 Bridge

24 Main entrance

25 Expedition desk

Disability accessible 

staterooms

n Connecting staterooms and suites 

^ Expedition Team staterooms on selected  
voyages 

# Open at the discretion of the Hotel  
 Manager on selected voyages 

Deck plan is subject to change. 

The Greg Mortimer 
Deck Plan 

Deck 8

Deck 7

Deck 6

Deck 5

Deck 4

Deck 3

Staterooms & Suites Layout 
– Greg Mortimer

Junior Suite

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 38.9m2 

(418.71ft2), balcony, bathroom 

and lounge.

Captain's Suite

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 44.5m2 

(478.99ft2), balcony, bathroom 

and lounge.

Aurora Stateroom Twin

Stateroom 15.8m2–22.8m2  

(170ft2–245.41ft2), porthole 

and bathroom. 

Aurora Stateroom Triple

Stateroom 21.4m2–22.8m2 

(230.34ft2–245.41ft2), 

porthole and bathroom. 

Balcony Stateroom 

Superior 

(Formerly Balcony Suite)

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 

30.5m2– 40.2m2 (303.54ft2– 

432.70ft2) balcony and 

bathroom.

Balcony Stateroom

Stateroom and private 

balcony combined size 

20.9m2–31.3m2 (224.96ft2–

301.39ft2), balcony and 

bathroom. For stateroom 

sizes in categories A, B and 

C, please contact us.

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/greg-mortimer/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/greg-mortimer/
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The Sylvia Earle 
Deck Plan 

n Connecting staterooms and suites 

Deck plan is subject to change. 

Stateroom Category
Aurora Stateroom Triple

Aurora Stateroom Superior

Balcony Stateroom – C

Balcony Stateroom – B

Balcony Stateroom – A

Balcony Stateroom Superior

Junior Suite

Captain’s Suite

Ship Features
1 Change room/mudroom

2 Zodiac-loading platforms

3 Activity launching platform

4 Lecture room & lounge

5 Assembly station

6 Reception

7 Ship shop

8 Dining room

9 Library

10 Gym

11 Wellness centre/sauna

12 Seating area

13 Observation lounge

14 Top-deck restaurant

15 Bar

16 Upper glass atrium lounge

17 Lower glass atrium lounge

18 Observation decks 

19 Swimming pool and sun deck

20 Jacuzzis

21 Medical clinic

22 Bridge

23 Elevator

24 Main entrance

25 Expedition desk

26 Citizen science centre

Disability accessible 

staterooms
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Deck 8

Deck 7

Deck 6

Deck 5

Deck 4

Deck 3

Junior Suite

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

up to 41.6m2 (447.8ft22), balcony, bathroom and 

lounge.

Captain's Suite

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

43.8m2 (471.5ft2), balcony, bathroom and lounge.

Aurora Stateroom Triple

Stateroom 22.67m2 (244ft2), porthole and 

bathroom. 

Balcony Stateroom Superior

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

29.2m2 – 35.2m2 (314.3ft2 – 378.9ft2), balcony and 

bathroom.

Balcony Stateroom

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 16.8m2 

– 28m2 (209.9ft2 – 308.9ft2), balcony and bathroom. 

For stateroom sizes in categories A, B and C please 

contact us.

Staterooms & Suites Layout 
– Sylvia Earle 

Aurora Stateroom Superior

Stateroom up to 19.9m2 – 20.8m2 (214.2ft2 

–223.9ft2), French balcony and bathroom. 

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/sylvia-earle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/sylvia-earle/
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The Sylvia Earle 
Deck Plan 

n Connecting staterooms and suites 

Deck plan is subject to change. 

Stateroom Category
Aurora Stateroom Triple

Aurora Stateroom Superior

Balcony Stateroom – C

Balcony Stateroom – B

Balcony Stateroom – A

Balcony Stateroom Superior

Junior Suite

Captain’s Suite

Ship Features
1 Change room/mudroom

2 Zodiac-loading platforms

3 Activity launching platform

4 Lecture room & lounge

5 Assembly station

6 Reception

7 Ship shop

8 Dining room

9 Library

10 Gym

11 Wellness centre/sauna

12 Seating area

13 Observation lounge

14 Top-deck restaurant

15 Bar

16 Upper glass atrium lounge

17 Lower glass atrium lounge

18 Observation decks 

19 Swimming pool and sun deck

20 Jacuzzis

21 Medical clinic

22 Bridge

23 Elevator

24 Main entrance

25 Expedition desk

26 Citizen science centre

Disability accessible 

staterooms
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Deck 8

Deck 7

Deck 6

Deck 5

Deck 4

Deck 3

Junior Suite

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

up to 41.6m2 (447.8ft22), balcony, bathroom and 

lounge.

Captain's Suite

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

43.8m2 (471.5ft2), balcony, bathroom and lounge.

Aurora Stateroom Triple

Stateroom 22.67m2 (244ft2), porthole and 

bathroom. 

Balcony Stateroom Superior

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 

29.2m2 – 35.2m2 (314.3ft2 – 378.9ft2), balcony and 

bathroom.

Balcony Stateroom

Stateroom and private balcony combined size 16.8m2 

– 28m2 (209.9ft2 – 308.9ft2), balcony and bathroom. 

For stateroom sizes in categories A, B and C please 

contact us.

Staterooms & Suites Layout 
– Sylvia Earle 

Aurora Stateroom Superior

Stateroom up to 19.9m2 – 20.8m2 (214.2ft2 

–223.9ft2), French balcony and bathroom. 

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/sylvia-earle/
https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/ship/sylvia-earle/
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Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2023 Antarctic Peninsula In Depth Greg Mortimer APD002G 15 23 Oct – 06 Nov USH – USH US$15,895 US$16,395 N/A US$17,795 US$18,695 US$20,095 US$21,995 US$27,495 US$32,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Camping - US$150, 

Snowshoeing - US$420,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,260

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP159S 12 30 Oct – 10 Nov USH – USH US$12,395 N/A US$13,395 US$13,795 US$14,495 US$15,595 US$17,095 US$21,395 US$25,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,260,  
Snorkelling - US$640, Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP160G 12 05 Nov – 16 Nov USH – USH US$12,995 US$13,295 N/A US$14,495 US$15,195 US$16,395 US$17,895 US$22,495 US$26,595
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Ski/Snowboard 

Touring - US$1,260, Snowshoeing - US$350, 
Camping - US$150

2023 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG089S 21 09 Nov – 29 Nov USH – USH US$24,095 N/A US$26,195 US$26,895 US$28,295 US$30,495 US$33,295 US$41,795 US$49,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Skis - US$2,220

2023 Falklands, South Georgia  
& Antarctic Peninsula Greg Mortimer FSP003G 21 15 Nov – 05 Dec USH – USH US$24,595 US$25,295 N/A US$27,495 US$28,895 US$31,095 US$33,895 US$42,595 US$50,495

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Shackleton's Crossing 
on Foot - US$2,220, Snowshoeing - US$420, 

Camping - US$150

2023 Antarctic Peninsula  
in Depth Sylvia Earle APD001S 15 28 Nov – 12  Dec USH – USH US$16,695 N/A US$18,195 US$18,595 US$19,595 US$21,095 US$23,095 US$28,895 US$34,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Snowshoeing - US$350, Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP161G 12 04 Dec – 15 Dec USH – USH US$13,595 US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,995 US$17,195 US$18,795 US$23,595 US$27,995
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Alpine Trekking - 

US$1,260, Snowshoeing - US$350,  
Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP162S 12 11 Dec – 22 Dec USH – USH US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,595 US$16,495 US$17,695 US$19,295 US$24,295 US$28,795 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  
Snowshoeing - US$350, Camping - US$150

2023 Across the Antarctic Circle 
(Christmas Voyage) Greg Mortimer ANC008G 15 14 Dec – 28 Dec USH – USH US$17,795 US$18,295 N/A US$19,795 US$20,895 US$22,395 US$24,495 US$30,795 US$36,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Snowshoeing - US$350, Snorkelling - US$640

23/24
South Georgia & Antarctic  
Odyssey (Christmas & New Year)

Sylvia Earle ASG090S 21 21 Dec – 10 Jan USH – USH US$25,795 N/A US$28,095 US$28,895 US$30,395 US$32,695 US$35,695 US$44,795 US$53,095
Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800, 

Snowshoeing - US$420, Paddling - US$640

23/24 Antarctica Complete
(New Year Voyage) Greg Mortimer ACO004G 23 27 Dec – 18 Jan USH – USH US$28,295 US$29,095 N/A US$31,595 US$33,295 US$35,795 US$39,095 US$48,995 US$58,195

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  
Paddling - US$640

 2024 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP163S 12 09 Jan – 20 Jan USH – USH US$14,495 N/A US$15,795 US$16,195 US$16,995 US$18,295 US$19,995 US$25,095 US$29,795
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 South Georgia &  
Antarctic Odyssey Greg Mortimer ASG091G 20 17 Jan – 05 Feb USH – PUQ US$25,095 US$25,795 N/A US$27,995 US$29,495 US$31,695 US$34,695 US$43,495 US$51,595

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800, 
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260,  Paddling - US$640

 2024
South Georgia & Antarctic  
Odyssey featuring the South  
Sandwich Islands

Sylvia Earle SSI002S 24 19 Jan – 11 Feb USH – USH US$28,895 N/A US$31,495 US$32,295 US$33,995 US$36,595 US$39,995 US$50,195 US$59,495
Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP164G 12 03 Feb – 14 Feb PUQ – USH US$15,795 US$16,195 N/A US$17,595 US$18,495 US$19,895 US$21,795 US$27,295 US$32,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Express Sylvia Earle ANE001S 9 10 Feb – 18 Feb USH – PUQ US$11,695 N/A US$12,795 US$13,095 US$13,795 US$14,795 US$16,195 US$20,295 US$24,095
Sea Kayaking - US$995, Snorkelling - US$480,  

Paddling - US$480

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP165G 11 13 Feb – 23 Feb USH – PUQ US$14,495 US$14,895 N/A US$16,195 US$16,995 US$18,295 US$19,995 US$25,095 US$29,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Alpine Trekking - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP167G 12 21 Feb – 03 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$15,895 US$16,395 N/A US$17,795 US$18,695 US$20,095 US$21,995 US$27,595 US$32,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Across the Antarctic Circle Sylvia Earle ANC009S 14 25 Feb – 09 Mar PUQ – USH US$16,195 N/A US$17,695 US$18,095 US$19,095 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$28,095 US$33,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Wild Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANW007G 14 01 Mar – 14 Mar PUQ – USH US$16,195 US$16,695 N/A US$18,095 US$19,095 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$28,095 US$33,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Circle & Weddell Sylvia Earle ACW001S 18 08 Mar – 25 Mar USH – USH US$20,695 N/A US$22,495 US$23,095 US$24,295 US$26,095 US$28,495 US$35,795 US$42,495
Sea Kayaking - US$1,595, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Falklands, South Georgia  
& Antarctic Peninsula Greg Mortimer FSP004G 21 13 Mar – 02 Apr USH – USH US$23,595 US$24,295 N/A US$26,295 US$27,695 US$29,795 US$32,595 US$40,895 US$48,495

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  
Paddling - US$640

2024 Deep Weddell following 
Nordenskjold Sylvia Earle ADW001S 14 24 Mar – 06 Apr USH – USH US$15,295 N/A US$16,595 US$17,095 US$17,995 US$19,295 US$21,095 US$26,495 US$31,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH
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2023 Antarctic Peninsula In Depth Greg Mortimer APD002G 15 23 Oct – 06 Nov USH – USH US$15,895 US$16,395 N/A US$17,795 US$18,695 US$20,095 US$21,995 US$27,495 US$32,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Camping - US$150, 

Snowshoeing - US$420,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,260

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP159S 12 30 Oct – 10 Nov USH – USH US$12,395 N/A US$13,395 US$13,795 US$14,495 US$15,595 US$17,095 US$21,395 US$25,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,260,  
Snorkelling - US$640, Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP160G 12 05 Nov – 16 Nov USH – USH US$12,995 US$13,295 N/A US$14,495 US$15,195 US$16,395 US$17,895 US$22,495 US$26,595
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Ski/Snowboard 

Touring - US$1,260, Snowshoeing - US$350, 
Camping - US$150

2023 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG089S 21 09 Nov – 29 Nov USH – USH US$24,095 N/A US$26,195 US$26,895 US$28,295 US$30,495 US$33,295 US$41,795 US$49,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Skis - US$2,220

2023 Falklands, South Georgia  
& Antarctic Peninsula Greg Mortimer FSP003G 21 15 Nov – 05 Dec USH – USH US$24,595 US$25,295 N/A US$27,495 US$28,895 US$31,095 US$33,895 US$42,595 US$50,495

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Shackleton's Crossing 
on Foot - US$2,220, Snowshoeing - US$420, 

Camping - US$150

2023 Antarctic Peninsula  
in Depth Sylvia Earle APD001S 15 28 Nov – 12  Dec USH – USH US$16,695 N/A US$18,195 US$18,595 US$19,595 US$21,095 US$23,095 US$28,895 US$34,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Snowshoeing - US$350, Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP161G 12 04 Dec – 15 Dec USH – USH US$13,595 US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,995 US$17,195 US$18,795 US$23,595 US$27,995
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Alpine Trekking - 

US$1,260, Snowshoeing - US$350,  
Camping - US$150

2023 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP162S 12 11 Dec – 22 Dec USH – USH US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,595 US$16,495 US$17,695 US$19,295 US$24,295 US$28,795 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  
Snowshoeing - US$350, Camping - US$150

2023 Across the Antarctic Circle 
(Christmas Voyage) Greg Mortimer ANC008G 15 14 Dec – 28 Dec USH – USH US$17,795 US$18,295 N/A US$19,795 US$20,895 US$22,395 US$24,495 US$30,795 US$36,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Snowshoeing - US$350, Snorkelling - US$640

23/24
South Georgia & Antarctic  
Odyssey (Christmas & New Year)

Sylvia Earle ASG090S 21 21 Dec – 10 Jan USH – USH US$25,795 N/A US$28,095 US$28,895 US$30,395 US$32,695 US$35,695 US$44,795 US$53,095
Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800, 

Snowshoeing - US$420, Paddling - US$640

23/24 Antarctica Complete
(New Year Voyage) Greg Mortimer ACO004G 23 27 Dec – 18 Jan USH – USH US$28,295 US$29,095 N/A US$31,595 US$33,295 US$35,795 US$39,095 US$48,995 US$58,195

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  
Paddling - US$640

 2024 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP163S 12 09 Jan – 20 Jan USH – USH US$14,495 N/A US$15,795 US$16,195 US$16,995 US$18,295 US$19,995 US$25,095 US$29,795
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 South Georgia &  
Antarctic Odyssey Greg Mortimer ASG091G 20 17 Jan – 05 Feb USH – PUQ US$25,095 US$25,795 N/A US$27,995 US$29,495 US$31,695 US$34,695 US$43,495 US$51,595

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800, 
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260,  Paddling - US$640

 2024
South Georgia & Antarctic  
Odyssey featuring the South  
Sandwich Islands

Sylvia Earle SSI002S 24 19 Jan – 11 Feb USH – USH US$28,895 N/A US$31,495 US$32,295 US$33,995 US$36,595 US$39,995 US$50,195 US$59,495
Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP164G 12 03 Feb – 14 Feb PUQ – USH US$15,795 US$16,195 N/A US$17,595 US$18,495 US$19,895 US$21,795 US$27,295 US$32,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Express Sylvia Earle ANE001S 9 10 Feb – 18 Feb USH – PUQ US$11,695 N/A US$12,795 US$13,095 US$13,795 US$14,795 US$16,195 US$20,295 US$24,095
Sea Kayaking - US$995, Snorkelling - US$480,  

Paddling - US$480

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP165G 11 13 Feb – 23 Feb USH – PUQ US$14,495 US$14,895 N/A US$16,195 US$16,995 US$18,295 US$19,995 US$25,095 US$29,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295,  

Alpine Trekking - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP167G 12 21 Feb – 03 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$15,895 US$16,395 N/A US$17,795 US$18,695 US$20,095 US$21,995 US$27,595 US$32,695
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Across the Antarctic Circle Sylvia Earle ANC009S 14 25 Feb – 09 Mar PUQ – USH US$16,195 N/A US$17,695 US$18,095 US$19,095 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$28,095 US$33,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Wild Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANW007G 14 01 Mar – 14 Mar PUQ – USH US$16,195 US$16,695 N/A US$18,095 US$19,095 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$28,095 US$33,395
Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640,  

Paddling - US$640

 2024 Circle & Weddell Sylvia Earle ACW001S 18 08 Mar – 25 Mar USH – USH US$20,695 N/A US$22,495 US$23,095 US$24,295 US$26,095 US$28,495 US$35,795 US$42,495
Sea Kayaking - US$1,595, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

 2024 Falklands, South Georgia  
& Antarctic Peninsula Greg Mortimer FSP004G 21 13 Mar – 02 Apr USH – USH US$23,595 US$24,295 N/A US$26,295 US$27,695 US$29,795 US$32,595 US$40,895 US$48,495

Sea Kayaking - US$1,695, Snorkelling - US$800,  
Paddling - US$640

2024 Deep Weddell following 
Nordenskjold Sylvia Earle ADW001S 14 24 Mar – 06 Apr USH – USH US$15,295 N/A US$16,595 US$17,095 US$17,995 US$19,295 US$21,095 US$26,495 US$31,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,295, Snorkelling - US$640, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,260, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands
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2024 Falklands, South Georgia & 
Antarctic Peninsula Sylvia Earle FSP005S 21 24 Oct – 13 Nov USH – USH US$24,295 N/A US$26,495 US$27,195 US$28,595 US$30,795 US$33,595 US$42,195 US$49,995

Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Camping - US$165, 
Snowshoeing - US$440,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Skis - US$2,220

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP168G 12 27 Oct – 07 Nov USH – USH US$12,795 US$13,195 N/A US$14,295 US$15,095 US$16,195 US$17,695 US$22,195 US$26,295
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,395

2024 Antarctic Peninsula in Depth Greg Mortimer APD003G 15 06 Nov – 20 Nov USH – USH US$16,595 US$17,095 N/A US$18,595 US$19,495 US$20,995 US$22,995 US$28,795 US$34,195
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,395

2024 Spirit of Antarctica
(Photography Voyage) Sylvia Earle ANP169S 12 12 Nov – 23 Nov USH – USH US$13,695 N/A US$14,895 US$15,295 US$16,095 US$17,295 US$18,895 US$23,795 US$28,195 Snorkelling - US$675, Scuba Diving - US$1,295, 

Camping - US$165

2024 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Greg Mortimer ASG092G 21 19 Nov – 09 Dec USH – USH US$26,095 US$26,895 N/A US$29,195 US$30,695 US$32,995 US$36,095 US$45,295 US$53,695

Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Camping - US$165, 
Snowshoeing - US$440,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Foot - US$2,220

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP170S 12 22 Nov – 03 Dec USH – USH US$14,395 N/A US$15,595 US$16,095 US$16,895 US$18,195 US$19,895 US$24,895 US$29,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Camping - US$165

2024 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG093S 21 02 Dec – 22 Dec USH – USH US$26,795 N/A US$29,195 US$29,995 US$31,495 US$33,895 US$37,095 US$46,495 US$55,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 

Camping - US$165, Snowshoeing - US$440

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP171G 12 08 Dec – 19 Dec USH – USH US$14,995 US$15,395 N/A US$16,795 US$17,595 US$18,895 US$20,695 US$25,995 US$30,795
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260

24/25
Falklands, South Georgia & 
Antarctic Peninsula  
(Christmas & New Year)

Greg Mortimer FSP006G 21 18 Dec – 07 Jan USH – USH US$28,595 US$29,395 N/A US$31,995 US$33,595 US$36,195 US$39,495 US$49,595 US$58,795 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Camping - US$165, Snowshoeing - US$440

24/25
Across the Antarctic Circle 
(Christmas & New Year)

Sylvia Earle ANC010S 14 21 Dec – 03 Jan USH – USH US$17,995 N/A US$19,595 US$20,095 US$21,195 US$22,795 US$24,895 US$31,195 US$36,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Snowshoeing - US$370

2025 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG094S 20 02 Jan – 21 Jan USH – PUQ US$28,895 N/A US$31,495 US$32,295 US$33,995 US$36,595 US$39,995 US$50,195 US$59,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 

Paddling - US$640

2025 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP172G 12 06 Jan – 17 Jan USH – USH US$15,595 US$15,995 N/A US$17,395 US$18,295 US$19,695 US$21,495 US$26,995 US$31,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Across the Antarctic Circle Greg Mortimer ANC011G 13 16 Jan – 28 Jan USH – PUQ US$17,595 US$18,095 N/A US$19,695 US$20,695 US$22,295 US$24,295 US$30,495 US$36,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Sylvia Earle AEP046S 13 19 Jan – 31 Jan PUQ – USH US$19,895 N/A US$21,695 US$22,295 US$23,495 US$25,195 US$27,495 US$34,595 US$40,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP047G 13 26 Jan – 07 Feb PUQ – USH US$19,895 US$20,495 N/A US$22,295 US$23,495 US$25,195 US$27,495 US$34,595 US$40,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctica Complete Sylvia Earle ACO005S 23 30 Jan – 21 Feb USH – USH US$31,495 N/A US$34,295 US$35,195 US$37,095 US$39,895 US$43,595 US$54,695 US$64,895 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Express Greg Mortimer ANE002G 9 06 Feb – 14 Feb USH – PUQ US$13,595 US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,995 US$17,195 US$18,795 US$23,595 US$27,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,030, Snorkelling - US$515, 
Paddling - US$480

2025 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP048G 13 12 Feb – 24 Feb PUQ – USH US$19,295 US$19,795 N/A US$21,495 US$22,695 US$24,395 US$26,595 US$33,395 US$39,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Sylvia Earle AEP049S 12 20 Feb – 03 Mar USH – PUQ US$17,195 N/A US$18,695 US$19,195 US$20,195 US$21,695 US$23,695 US$29,795 US$35,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Across the Antarctic Circle Greg Mortimer ANC012G 13 23 Feb – 07 Mar USH – USH US$16,195 US$16,695 N/A US$18,095 US$18,995 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$27,995 US$33,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer featuring  
the Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle AEP050S 14 01 Mar – 14 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$18,795 N/A US$20,395 US$20,995 US$22,095 US$23,795 US$25,995 US$32,595 US$38,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

2025 Wild Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANW008G 12 06 Mar – 17 Mar USH – USH US$14,295 US$14,695 N/A US$15,995 US$16,795 US$18,095 US$19,795 US$24,795 US$29,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Spirit of Antarctica featuring  
the Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle ANP173S 13 13 Mar – 25 Mar PUQ – USH US$14,695 N/A US$15,995 US$16,395 US$17,295 US$18,595 US$20,295 US$25,495 US$30,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

NEW

NEW

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2024 Falklands, South Georgia & 
Antarctic Peninsula Sylvia Earle FSP005S 21 24 Oct – 13 Nov USH – USH US$24,295 N/A US$26,495 US$27,195 US$28,595 US$30,795 US$33,595 US$42,195 US$49,995

Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Camping - US$165, 
Snowshoeing - US$440,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Skis - US$2,220

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP168G 12 27 Oct – 07 Nov USH – USH US$12,795 US$13,195 N/A US$14,295 US$15,095 US$16,195 US$17,695 US$22,195 US$26,295
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,395

2024 Antarctic Peninsula in Depth Greg Mortimer APD003G 15 06 Nov – 20 Nov USH – USH US$16,595 US$17,095 N/A US$18,595 US$19,495 US$20,995 US$22,995 US$28,795 US$34,195
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Ski/Snowboard Touring - US$1,395

2024 Spirit of Antarctica
(Photography Voyage) Sylvia Earle ANP169S 12 12 Nov – 23 Nov USH – USH US$13,695 N/A US$14,895 US$15,295 US$16,095 US$17,295 US$18,895 US$23,795 US$28,195 Snorkelling - US$675, Scuba Diving - US$1,295, 

Camping - US$165

2024 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Greg Mortimer ASG092G 21 19 Nov – 09 Dec USH – USH US$26,095 US$26,895 N/A US$29,195 US$30,695 US$32,995 US$36,095 US$45,295 US$53,695

Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Camping - US$165, 
Snowshoeing - US$440,  

Shackleton's Crossing on Foot - US$2,220

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANP170S 12 22 Nov – 03 Dec USH – USH US$14,395 N/A US$15,595 US$16,095 US$16,895 US$18,195 US$19,895 US$24,895 US$29,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Camping - US$165

2024 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG093S 21 02 Dec – 22 Dec USH – USH US$26,795 N/A US$29,195 US$29,995 US$31,495 US$33,895 US$37,095 US$46,495 US$55,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 

Camping - US$165, Snowshoeing - US$440

2024 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP171G 12 08 Dec – 19 Dec USH – USH US$14,995 US$15,395 N/A US$16,795 US$17,595 US$18,895 US$20,695 US$25,995 US$30,795
Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Camping - US$165, 

Snowshoeing - US$370,  
Alpine Trekking - US$1,260

24/25
Falklands, South Georgia & 
Antarctic Peninsula  
(Christmas & New Year)

Greg Mortimer FSP006G 21 18 Dec – 07 Jan USH – USH US$28,595 US$29,395 N/A US$31,995 US$33,595 US$36,195 US$39,495 US$49,595 US$58,795 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Camping - US$165, Snowshoeing - US$440

24/25
Across the Antarctic Circle 
(Christmas & New Year)

Sylvia Earle ANC010S 14 21 Dec – 03 Jan USH – USH US$17,995 N/A US$19,595 US$20,095 US$21,195 US$22,795 US$24,895 US$31,195 US$36,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Snowshoeing - US$370

2025 South Georgia & Antarctic 
Odyssey Sylvia Earle ASG094S 20 02 Jan – 21 Jan USH – PUQ US$28,895 N/A US$31,495 US$32,295 US$33,995 US$36,595 US$39,995 US$50,195 US$59,495 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 

Paddling - US$640

2025 Spirit of Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANP172G 12 06 Jan – 17 Jan USH – USH US$15,595 US$15,995 N/A US$17,395 US$18,295 US$19,695 US$21,495 US$26,995 US$31,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Across the Antarctic Circle Greg Mortimer ANC011G 13 16 Jan – 28 Jan USH – PUQ US$17,595 US$18,095 N/A US$19,695 US$20,695 US$22,295 US$24,295 US$30,495 US$36,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Sylvia Earle AEP046S 13 19 Jan – 31 Jan PUQ – USH US$19,895 N/A US$21,695 US$22,295 US$23,495 US$25,195 US$27,495 US$34,595 US$40,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP047G 13 26 Jan – 07 Feb PUQ – USH US$19,895 US$20,495 N/A US$22,295 US$23,495 US$25,195 US$27,495 US$34,595 US$40,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctica Complete Sylvia Earle ACO005S 23 30 Jan – 21 Feb USH – USH US$31,495 N/A US$34,295 US$35,195 US$37,095 US$39,895 US$43,595 US$54,695 US$64,895 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Express Greg Mortimer ANE002G 9 06 Feb – 14 Feb USH – PUQ US$13,595 US$13,995 N/A US$15,195 US$15,995 US$17,195 US$18,795 US$23,595 US$27,995 Sea Kayaking - US$1,030, Snorkelling - US$515, 
Paddling - US$480

2025 Antarctic Explorer Greg Mortimer AEP048G 13 12 Feb – 24 Feb PUQ – USH US$19,295 US$19,795 N/A US$21,495 US$22,695 US$24,395 US$26,595 US$33,395 US$39,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer Sylvia Earle AEP049S 12 20 Feb – 03 Mar USH – PUQ US$17,195 N/A US$18,695 US$19,195 US$20,195 US$21,695 US$23,695 US$29,795 US$35,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Across the Antarctic Circle Greg Mortimer ANC012G 13 23 Feb – 07 Mar USH – USH US$16,195 US$16,695 N/A US$18,095 US$18,995 US$20,495 US$22,395 US$27,995 US$33,295 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Antarctic Explorer featuring  
the Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle AEP050S 14 01 Mar – 14 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$18,795 N/A US$20,395 US$20,995 US$22,095 US$23,795 US$25,995 US$32,595 US$38,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

2025 Wild Antarctica Greg Mortimer ANW008G 12 06 Mar – 17 Mar USH – USH US$14,295 US$14,695 N/A US$15,995 US$16,795 US$18,095 US$19,795 US$24,795 US$29,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Spirit of Antarctica featuring  
the Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle ANP173S 13 13 Mar – 25 Mar PUQ – USH US$14,695 N/A US$15,995 US$16,395 US$17,295 US$18,595 US$20,295 US$25,495 US$30,195 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 

Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

NEW

NEW

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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Patagonia Treks  (USD) 

YEAR EXPEDITIONS CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH PRICE CONNECTING VOYAGE

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG64 10 20 Oct – 29 Oct PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANP159S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG65 10 30 Oct – 08 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 ASG089S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG66 10 08 Nov – 17 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 APD002G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG67 10 18 Nov – 27 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANP160G^ / APD001S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG68 10 24 Nov – 03 Dec PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANP161G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG69 10 04 Dec – 13 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANC008G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG70 10 13 Dec – 22 Dec FTE – PUQ US$5,145 APD001S^

23/24 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG71 10 30 Dec – 08 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANC008G^ / ANP163S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG72 10 09 Jan – 18 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 SSI002S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG73 10 11 Jan – 20 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 ASG090S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG74 10 19 Jan – 28 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,145 ACO004G^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG75 10 21 Jan – 30 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,145 ANP163S^

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR16 10 24 Jan – 02 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 AEP164G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG76 10 31 Jan – 09 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANE001S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG77 10 03 Feb – 12 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,145 AEP165G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR17 10 06 Feb – 15 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ASG091G^ / AEP166S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG78 10 12 Feb – 21 Feb FTE – PUQ US$5,145 SSI002S^ / AEP167G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR18 10 15 Feb – 24 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ANC009S*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR19 10 21 Feb – 01 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ANW007G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR20 10 24 Feb – 04 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 AEP165G^

Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2025 In Shackleton's Footsteps Greg Mortimer ASH001G 20 16 Mar – 04 Apr USH – USH US$22,595 US$23,195 N/A US$25,195 US$26,495 US$28,495 US$31,195 US$39,095 US$46,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Wild Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANW009S 12 24 Mar – 04 Apr USH – USH US$13,395 N/A US$14,595 US$14,995 US$15,795 US$16,895 US$18,495 US$23,195 US$27,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

Latin America Expeditions (GBP/EUR)  
− Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia & Patagonia

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2024 Patagonia and Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle PCF002S 15 5 Apr – 19 Apr USH – PMC
£10,195/ 
€12,295

N/A
£11,095/ 
€13,495

£11,295/ 
€13,795

£11,995/
€14,495

£12,895/
€15,595

£13,995/
€16,995

£17,695/
€21,395

£20,895/
€25,395

Sea Kayaking - £730/€870

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina, PMC - Puerto Montt, Chile

Patagonia Treks  (USD) 

YEAR EXPEDITIONS CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH PRICE CONNECTING VOYAGE

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG79 10 04 Mar – 13 Mar PUQ – FTE US$5,145 AEP167G^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG80 10 14 Mar – 23 Mar FTE – FTE US$5,145 ADW001S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG81 10 17 Oct – 26 Oct PUQ – FTE US$5,545 ANP168G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG82 10 27 Oct – 05 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,545 APD003G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG83 10 14 Nov – 23 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,545 FSP005S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG84 10 24 Nov – 03 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,545 ANP169S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG85 10 10 Dec – 19 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,545 ASG092G^ / ANC010S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG86 10 20 Dec – 29 Dec FTE – PUQ US$5,545 ANP171G^

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG87 10 18 Jan – 27 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,545 ANP172G^

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR21 10 28 Jan – 06 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 ANC011G^

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG88 10 01 Feb – 10 Feb FTE – PUQ US$5,545 AEP046S^

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR22 10 03 Feb – 12 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 AEP048G*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG89 10 10 Feb – 19 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,545 AEP049S*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG90 10 13 Feb – 22 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,545 ANC012G*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG91 10 20 Feb – 01 Mar FTE – PUQ US$5,545 AEP050S*

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR23 10 03 Mar – 12 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 AEP049S^ / ANP173S*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG92 10 14 Mar – 23 Mar PUQ – FTE US$5,545 AEP050S^ / ANW009S*

KEY: FTE - El Calafate, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile  ^ Indicates voyage is before the trek.  * Indicates voyage is after the trek. All trek departures are subject to minimum capacity. 

NEW

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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Patagonia Treks  (USD) 

YEAR EXPEDITIONS CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH PRICE CONNECTING VOYAGE

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG64 10 20 Oct – 29 Oct PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANP159S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG65 10 30 Oct – 08 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 ASG089S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG66 10 08 Nov – 17 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 APD002G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG67 10 18 Nov – 27 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANP160G^ / APD001S*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG68 10 24 Nov – 03 Dec PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANP161G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG69 10 04 Dec – 13 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANC008G*

2023 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG70 10 13 Dec – 22 Dec FTE – PUQ US$5,145 APD001S^

23/24 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG71 10 30 Dec – 08 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 ANC008G^ / ANP163S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG72 10 09 Jan – 18 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 SSI002S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG73 10 11 Jan – 20 Jan FTE – FTE US$5,145 ASG090S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG74 10 19 Jan – 28 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,145 ACO004G^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG75 10 21 Jan – 30 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,145 ANP163S^

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR16 10 24 Jan – 02 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 AEP164G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG76 10 31 Jan – 09 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,145 ANE001S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG77 10 03 Feb – 12 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,145 AEP165G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR17 10 06 Feb – 15 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ASG091G^ / AEP166S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG78 10 12 Feb – 21 Feb FTE – PUQ US$5,145 SSI002S^ / AEP167G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR18 10 15 Feb – 24 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ANC009S*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR19 10 21 Feb – 01 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 ANW007G*

2024 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR20 10 24 Feb – 04 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,145 AEP165G^

Antarctic Expeditions (USD)  
− Antarctic Peninsula, South Georgia, Falklands~Malvinas & South Sandwich Islands

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2025 In Shackleton's Footsteps Greg Mortimer ASH001G 20 16 Mar – 04 Apr USH – USH US$22,595 US$23,195 N/A US$25,195 US$26,495 US$28,495 US$31,195 US$39,095 US$46,395 Sea Kayaking - US$1,745, Snorkelling - US$835, 
Paddling - US$640

2025 Wild Antarctica Sylvia Earle ANW009S 12 24 Mar – 04 Apr USH – USH US$13,395 N/A US$14,595 US$14,995 US$15,795 US$16,895 US$18,495 US$23,195 US$27,595 Sea Kayaking - US$1,330, Snorkelling - US$675, 
Scuba Diving - US$1,295, Paddling - US$640

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile

Latin America Expeditions (GBP/EUR)  
− Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia & Patagonia

YEAR EXPEDITIONS SHIP CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TRIPLE

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

TWIN

AURORA 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

C

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

B

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

A

BALCONY 
STATEROOM 

SUPERIOR
JUNIOR 

SUITE
CAPTAIN’S 

SUITE OPTIONAL AC TIVITIES

2024 Patagonia and Chilean Fjords Sylvia Earle PCF002S 15 5 Apr – 19 Apr USH – PMC
£10,195/ 
€12,295

N/A
£11,095/ 
€13,495

£11,295/ 
€13,795

£11,995/
€14,495

£12,895/
€15,595

£13,995/
€16,995

£17,695/
€21,395

£20,895/
€25,395

Sea Kayaking - £730/€870

KEY: USH - Ushuaia, Argentina, PMC - Puerto Montt, Chile

Patagonia Treks  (USD) 

YEAR EXPEDITIONS CODE DAYS DATES START − FINISH PRICE CONNECTING VOYAGE

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG79 10 04 Mar – 13 Mar PUQ – FTE US$5,145 AEP167G^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG80 10 14 Mar – 23 Mar FTE – FTE US$5,145 ADW001S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG81 10 17 Oct – 26 Oct PUQ – FTE US$5,545 ANP168G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG82 10 27 Oct – 05 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,545 APD003G*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG83 10 14 Nov – 23 Nov FTE – FTE US$5,545 FSP005S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG84 10 24 Nov – 03 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,545 ANP169S^

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG85 10 10 Dec – 19 Dec FTE – FTE US$5,545 ASG092G^ / ANC010S*

2024 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG86 10 20 Dec – 29 Dec FTE – PUQ US$5,545 ANP171G^

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG87 10 18 Jan – 27 Jan FTE – PUQ US$5,545 ANP172G^

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR21 10 28 Jan – 06 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 ANC011G^

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG88 10 01 Feb – 10 Feb FTE – PUQ US$5,545 AEP046S^

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR22 10 03 Feb – 12 Feb PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 AEP048G*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG89 10 10 Feb – 19 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,545 AEP049S*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG90 10 13 Feb – 22 Feb PUQ – FTE US$5,545 ANC012G*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG91 10 20 Feb – 01 Mar FTE – PUQ US$5,545 AEP050S*

2025 Torres del Paine Explorer TOR23 10 03 Mar – 12 Mar PUQ – PUQ US$5,545 AEP049S^ / ANP173S*

2025 Patagonia Discovery Trek PTG92 10 14 Mar – 23 Mar PUQ – FTE US$5,545 AEP050S^ / ANW009S*

KEY: FTE - El Calafate, Argentina; PUQ - Punta Arenas, Chile  ^ Indicates voyage is before the trek.  * Indicates voyage is after the trek. All trek departures are subject to minimum capacity. 

NEW

Normal booking terms and conditions apply. Please visit https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/ to learn more.
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For more information and to book, contact your 
preferred travel advisor or AE Expeditions:

Australia &  
New Zealand

AU: 1800 637 688 | NZ: 0800 447 042

e: info@auroraexpeditions.com.au

w: auroraexpeditions.com.au

United States  
& Canada

Freecall: 1 833 826 5828

e: info@aurora-expeditions.com

w: aurora-expeditions.com

United Kingdom  
& Europe

Freecall: 0 808 189 2005

e: info@auroraexpeditions.co.uk

w: aexpeditions.co.uk

part of Aurora Expeditions

https://www.aexpeditions.co.uk/

